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The geodesic law for test particles is one of the fundamental principles of general
relativity and is extensively used. It is thought to be a consequence of the field laws
but no rigorous proof exists. This thesis is concerned with a precise formulation of
the geodesic law for test particles and with the extent of its validity. It will be shown
to be true in certain cases but not in others.
A rigorous version of the InfeldjSchild theorem is presented. Several explicit
examples of both geodesic and non-geodesic motion of singularities are given. In the
case of a test particle derived from a test body with a regular internal stress-energy
tensor, a proof of the geodesic law for an ideal fluid test particle under plausible,
explicitly stated conditions is given. It is also shown that the geodesic law is not
generally true, even for weak fields and slow motion, unless the stress-energy tensor
satisfies certain conditions. An explicit example using post-Newtonian theory is given
showing how the geodesic law can be violated if these conditions are not satisfied.
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Notation
Greek indices a, (J etc. run from 0 to 3 and Latin indices i, j etc. run from 1 to 3.
Coordinates of events are typically denoted by (xQ,X1,x2,x3 ) = (x) = (xCl').
Occasionally we put ~ = (x 1,x2,x3 ).
The Minkowski metric is given by ds2 = _(dXQ )2 +dxidx i = 'rjo(3dxodx(3.
The convention as regards the speed of light is not uniform throughout. The reason
for this is that most texts use geometric units where c = 1 while the post-Newtonian
theory as expounded in Damour, Soffel, Xu (1991) uses units where c =I- 1. Hence
chapters 1 to 3 use geometric units where c = 1 and x Q = t while chapters 4 and .5
use units where c =I- 1 and x Q = et.
A metric tensor is typically denoted by 90(3 and Christoffel symbols by ros.
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Introduction
The geodesic law may be briefly stated as: "A test particle moves on a geodesic of
the background field". This thesis is concerned with a precise formulation of this
statement and with the extent of its validity. The work was largely inspired by an
article by J. Ehlers (1987) from which I quote here:
".... the problem of deriving the geodesic law for test bodies has not been rigorously
solved .... various approximation methods indicate that the law holds approximately
.... it still remains a challenge to derive a corresponding limit theorem from the field
equations, perhaps by means of Dixon's description of bodies in general relativity or
by "rigorising" the InfeldjSchild argument."
The main objectives of this work are:
• To clarify the concept of test particle
• To state and prove the InfeldjSchild theorem in a rigorous fashion
• To find examples of non-geodesic motion
• To investigate the geodesic law in an approximate post-Newtonian sense for
weak fields, slow motion with a view to determining
(a) the assumptions on which it rests,
(b) an extension where possible to an exact geodesic law.
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The following outlines the structure of the thesis:
• Introduction.
• Chapter 1: Background material including historical notes and a discussion
and criticism of various textbook "proofs" of the geodesic law.
• Chapter 2: A definition of test particle and a number of examples in terms of
this definition of both geodesic and non-geodesic motion.
• Chapter 3: A new proof of the Infeld/Schild theorem and an investigation of
the hypotheses of this theorem. It should be pointed out that most of the
material in chapters 2 and 3 has been published in Nevin (1995).
• Chapter 4: The derivation of an equation of motion for a small body in the
first post-Newtonian approximation using the potentials of Blanchet/Damour
(1989). Its relationship to the geodesic law and some-applications.
• Chapter 5: The derivation of an equation of motion for a small body in a more
general setting and its relationship to the geodesic law. An exact result for an






1.1 Concepts involved in the statement of the
geodesic law
Consider the statement: "A test particle moves on a geodesic of the background
field". Intuitively one imagines that a very small test body is introduced into an
existing gravitational field, the body being so small that its influence on the field is
"negligible". This body then follows a geodesic of the original field which is called
the background field. The usual textbook derivation of the advance of the perihelion
of Mercury due to general relativity uses the geodesic law in this form, taking the
background field to be a spherically symmetric Schwarzschild field due to the sun
alone. Note that the background field is not the field of the two-body Sun/Mercury
system. The latter field will be referred to as the "total fielrf'. The total field is
the real field of the system, the background field is an imaginary concept and in
general will need to be defined through a limiting process. Since Mercury is not a
test particle, the text-book calculation of the advance of the perihelion using the
geodesic law is not fully justified but requires a more complex theory of the motion
of extended bodies. A test particle must also be defined through a limiting process.
Intuitively it is a limit of a test body as the body shrinks to a point. Technical
aspects of these limits will be considered in chapter 2.
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1.2 An exact result concerning geodesics
The best known exact result is an extremely simple theorem which shows that if the
stress-energy tensor inside the test body is as for dust with TofJ = puQufJ where uQ
is the fluid 4-velocity, then each fluid particle moves on a geodesic of the total field.
In the ideal fluid case where T°!3 = puoufJ + pgofJ it has been shown that if p is
constant on each material curve, then that material curve which has the maximum
value for p is a geodesic of the total field. This result was shown by Taub (1962)
where he corrected an earlier erroneous result of Thomas (1962). (Some comment
on the condition that p be constant along material curves may be found in Taub
(1959)). The following is a compact version of the results of Taub and Thomas:
Starting from T°!3 = puou!3 + pg0!3 one finds
(1.2.1)
Contracting (1.2.1) with U a and using ufiua = 0 gives
and substituting back into (1.2.1) gives
(1.2.2)
If p = 0 as in dust, then (1.2.2) shows that material curves are geodesics. Otherwise
let L denote the material curve with maximal p. It is easily seen that P.f3 = 0 on L
by using coordinates such that proper time on L is xo.
Thus from (1.2.2), ufJu~ = 0 on L showing L to be a geodesic.
The above theorems produce geodesics of the total field which lie inside the test
body. To derive the geodesic law one would need to show that geodesics of the total
field approach geodesics of the background field as the test body shrinks. However
the main reason that these results fall short is the unnatural assumptions made
concerning the stress-energy tensor . One would not expect p to be zero or constant
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along material curves. In fact intuition suggests that a stress-energy tensor as for
dust may be inconsistent with the notion of a compact fairly rigid body.
1.3 On the history of the problem of motion
The problem of motion of bodies in general relativity has historically separated
roughly into two parts. The first part has centred around the geodesic law for a
test particle while the second part has centred around equations of motion for inter-
acting bodies of comparable masses. This thesis is concerned mainly with the first
part. It is seen that these two parts do not essentially overlap since an arbitrarily
small test body cannot be of comparable mass to the bodies creating the background
field. (Throughout this work we make the assumption, dictated by conditions in the
solar system, that all bodies are of comparable density).
Equations of motion in the second part are approximate while in the first part an
exact limiting law is sought. There are nevertheless some results in the second part
which relate to geodesics. Recent work in this area is contained in Damour, Soffel, Xu
(1991-1994) hereafter called DSX, where it is claimed that the DSX centre of mass of
each of the bodies follows a geodesic (in an approximate post-Newtonian sense) of the
DSX background field provided these bodies are monopoles and are well separated.
A derivation of this with attendant definitions is given in DSX (1991,1992) where it
is used to derive the Einstein, Infeld, Hoffmann (EIH) equations of motion. Review
articles dealing with the second part are Goldberg (1962) and Damour (1987).
Havas (1986) contains a detailed account of the early history of the problem of
motion. Quoting from this article: "the derivation of the approximate equations of
motion of several, slowly moving, particles of comparable masses is generally ascribed
to a paper by Einstein, Infeld and Hoffmann (1938), in the following referred to as
EIH, and the "exact" derivation of the geodesic law to Infeld and Schild (1949)".
Hovever Havas goes on to demonstrate that these attributions of credit are incorect
since the EIH equations were first derived by Droste, de Sitter and Lorentz while
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a considerable body of work on the geodesic law existed before 1940, for example
Eddington (1923), Mathisson (1931), Robertson (1936). According to Havas, most
people attribute the idea that the geodesic law can be deduced from the field equa-
tions to Einstein and Grommer (1927).
These early papers (and in fact most later papers too!) generally suffer from a
lack of definition of various quantities, a lack of justification of limiting processes
and/or strange assumptions concerning T°{3. Eddington (1923) uses T°{3 as for dust.
Mathisson (1931) uses a distributional form for T°{3. As explained in Ehlers (1980),
there is no justification for T°{3 of this form. Havas and Goldberg (1962) is a more
recent paper based on the methods of Mathisson (1931). Robertson (1936) has an
undefined separation of T°{3 into "internal" and "external" parts.
Some later papers which have been cited in various textbooks are discussed in
the following section. There is very little recent literature which is relevant to the
geodesic law. This is illustrated by the fact that Brumberg (1991) which is intimately
concerned with the problem of motion, refers to papers published before 1960 for a
proof. It appears that by the 1970's the geodesic law had somehow got accepted as
proved although no satisfactory proof existed. This fact was pointed out by Ehlers
and others in the late 1970's and 1980's but seems to have been largely ignored. There
have however been a number of papers which have extended the EIH equations to
higher post-Newtonian orders. For example Grishchuk and Kopejkin (1986) obtain
equations of motion for a centre of mass of a spherically symmetric ideal fluid body
but do not justify their approximations. Damour and Schafer (1985), Schafer, Wex,
Norbert (1993) obtain equations of motion for the 2PN two-body problem. Again
the bodies are assumed to be "point particles" characterized by their mass only and
it is difficult to gauge the range of validity of these equations.
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1.4 Views from the text books
Fock (1959)
Fock (1959, section 6.3) gives a proof of the geodesic law which is similar to that
of Eddington (1923). He uses Ta{3 = puau{3 and integrates T;~{3 over the test body
on a time slice.
Synge (1960)
Synge presents an argument on page 252 in favour of the geodesic law but makes
it quite clear that he does not regard this as sufficient for a proof. It is also clear
from the footnote that Synge is not one of the alleged majority who regard Infeld
and Schild (1949) as the solution to the geodesic problem!
Hawking and Ellis (1973)
The authors (page 63) refer to the work of Dixon (1970) as follows: "a small
isolated body moves approximately on a timelike geodesic curve independent of its
internal constitution provided that the energy density of matter in it is non-negative
(for an account of the motion of a small body in relativity, see Dixon (1970))"
A possible method of taking Dixon's equations to the test particle limit and de-
riving the geodesic law was outlined in Ehlers and Rudolph (1977) and is described
briefly below, but according to a conversation with J. Ehlers at GR14 in 1995 this
programme was never satisfactorily completed and later abandoned. One of the re-
markable aspects of Dixon's theory is that his equations are fully covariant and he
defined a centre of mass line for an extended body covariantly. The definition is
implicit, using properties of certain vector and tensor fields, which makes it rather
difficult to handle. The fact that a centre of mass line la satisfying the required
conditions actually exists and is unique was proved by Shattner (1978) using fixed
point theorems of analysis. There are some conditions for the proof to go through
including a "weak field" assumption. Also it is not a simple matter to describe the
position of the Dixon centre of mass relative to the body. This is important since
the only measurable is the position of the boundary of the body world tube.
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One of Dixon's equations of motion has the form
. - R* ' cr S{3 'Y + KTPft - ftcr{3'Y Z U ft on la (1.4.1)
where zcr(t) is the curve la, t is an arbitrary parameter on lo, dot denotes absolute
derivative with respect to t, R~crrh is the right dual of the Riemann tensor of the
(total) field 9cr{3, Pft, S{3, Kft are vector fields on lo defined (non-locally) in terms
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of 9cr{3 and Tcr{3, u'Y is a unit vector parallel to p'Y. Putting M = (pApA) 2, dividing
by M and contracting with the projection tensor IftA = 9ftA +U,..U A, equation (1.4.1)
becomes
h {3 - 5(3 k - &..were s - M' A - M'
. A(R*'cr (3 'Y k)Uft = I,.. Acr{3'YZ S U + A (1.4.2)
The method proposed by Ehlers and Rudolph was to show by making various
estimates of quantities in (1.4.2), that in the limit as the body shrinks to a point,ucr
tends to zero and also i cr tends to ucr and from this to conclude that lo approaches a
geodesic of the total field and also of the background field. As mentioned above this
has not yet been achieved.
Misner, Thorne, Wheeler (1973)
The treatment here is particularly vague and descriptive, lacking precise defini-
tions. There is a reference to Infeld and Schild (1949) but not to their theorem. The
authors are apparently using ideas similar to Infeld and Schild when they say (p.
479) that "the perturbation in the metric is qualitatively of the form 09 "J r 2R + !!!.
r
where r is the distance from the geodesic" .
The InfeldjSchild method will be discussed in detail in the following chapter.
Stephani (1982)
Stephani (1982, p.88) uses a distributional form for Tcr{3 defined by means of a
o-function as follows:
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This is said to represent a point-like particle of constant rest mass m. The equation
T;~13 = 0 is applied to yield the geodesic equation. As stated earlier, this distribu-
tional form for the stress-energy tensor is unjustified. Furthermore the mathematical
content is minimal and one might say that the use of T o l3 in the above form is almost
equivalent to assuming the geodesic law. Nevertheless this form for T o l3 is still in
use to the present day. Mannheim (1993) states in his introduction that the above
form for the stress-energy tensor is "completely standard"!
Wald (1984)
Wald refers to Geroch and Yang (1975). Geroch and Yang prove a theorem which
is stated as follows:
"Let M, 9013 be a space-time. Let r be a curve on M satisfying the following con-
dition: For any neighbourhood U of r, there exists a non-zero symmetric conserved
tensor field T o l3 on M which satisfies the energy condition and whose support is in
U. Then r is a timelike geodesic."
This theorem does not seem to have a direct bearing on the geodesic law. Note
that in the theorem there is only one 9013 but a whole family of T o l3. Since any 90.6
determines its own T o l3 uniquely through the field equations it is clear that the To.l3
do not belong to 9013 in this sense. On the other hand To.l3 is conserved with respect
to the metric 9013' This makes the physical interpretation of T o l3 rather difficult.
T o l3 does not represent a test body in the usual sense because it is conserved in the
wrong metric. I therefore do not see that the above theorem proves the geodesic law.
(Also note that in this paper it is stated incorrectly that Taub (1962) has p~oved
the existence of a timelike geodesic inside the world tube of a body with "isotropic
pressure" .)
Brumberg (1991)
Brumberg refers the reader to Fock (1959) and to Infeld and Schild (1949) for





Firstly, in order to clarify the concepts, it is helpful to look at a family of exact
solutions in Newtonian mechanics. Consider two uniform spherical balls of constant
density p doing circular motion in the x, y plane of an inertial frame about their
combined centre of mass situated at the origin. At at any instant the centres of
the balls lie in a line through the origin and this line rotates with constant angular
velocity w where w2 = d-3G(MI + M2 ), M I and M2 are the masses of the balls and
d is the constant distance between their centres. This system is an exact solution of
the equations of Newtonian mechanics for any choice of M I , M2 , d, p. Let M 1, d, p be
held fixed and let M2 be a parameter which tends to zero. Thus M I will be regarded
as the body creating the background field while M2 is the test body.
The Newtonian potential for the two-body system at events outside the bodies is
given by
where
I(x + RI coswt, Y + RI sinwt, z)1
GM2+ I(x - R2 cos wt, Y - R2 sin wt, z) I (2.1.1 )
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(2.1.2)
4> could also be evaluated inside the bodies if required.
4>(x, y, z, t; M2 ) is a one parameter family of functions of four variables which
represents the Newtonian gravitational field of the two-body system. From (2.1.2)
From (2.1.1) for (x,y)"# (dcoswt,dsinwt) and l(x,y,z)1 > radius M1
As one would expect, this is the potential of M1 stationary at the origin. In the limit
as M2 -t 0, the centre of mass shifts to the centre of M 1 and the vanishingly small
particle M2 does circular motion about M1 at a distance d with angular velocity wo·
Thus the limiting path of M2 is (x,y,z,t) = (dcoswot,dsinwot,O,t) which will be
called C.
When M2 "# 0, the path of the centre of M2 is
which converges to C as M 2 -t O.
The family of functions 4>(x, y, z, t; M2 ) defines a "Newtonian test particle moving
on the curve C". For convenience this name is given to the entire family of functions
although it is mainly the limit as M2 -t 0 which is of interest.
Note that if a tube surrounding C is taken so that each time slice is a sphere of
radius f. centred on C, then the world tube of M 2 will lie entirely within this tube if
M2 is small enough.
2.2 A definition for a test particle in general rel-
ativity
This definition is modelled on the essential features of the Newtonian example above.
The conditions given here are minimal but they may be augmented later with further
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conditions. The idea of a test particle being defined by a shrinking world tube is cer-
tainly not new. It is used for example in Robertson (1936) and in Infeld and Schild
(1949). However the precise meaning to be attached to the limit is not always given.
The definition given here may differ in some respects from others. The abbreviation
x = (XO, xt, x2 , x3 ) is used, m is the family parameter which does not necessarily
represent mass in any form.
Definition: A one parameter family of functions 9a{3( x; m) will be said to constitute
(or define) a test particle moving on a curve C of a background metric 9a{3( x) if
(1) 9a{3(X) satisfies the vacuum Einstein Field Equations (E.F.E) in a region con-
taining the curve C.
(2) The tube conditon:
On a finite segment of C, for each m > 0, there exists a tube Um centred on C
of geodesic radius t(m) > 0 in the background, so t4at inside Um , 9a{3(;f; m)
either has singularities or is non-vacuum, while outside Um, 9a{3(;f; m) is a non-
singular matrix which satisfies the vacuum E.F.E. Furthermore, t(m) -t 0 as
m -t O.
(3) For each x not in C, Hm 9a{3(X; m) = 9a{3(X). (Note that for m sufficiently
m-+O
small, x will be outside of Um and hence 9a{3(X; m) will be defined.)
The above conditions are seen to be invariant under a smooth change of coordinates
x -t x(x). For each value of m, 9a{3(X; m) is regarded as the metric tensor represent-
ing a test body whose world tube lies inside Um' The limit of 9a{3(x;m) as m -t 0
is taken pointwise, moving along paths consisting of points (events) which have the
same coordinates in each spacetime. As a consequence of (3) one may extend the
domain of 9a{3(x;m) by defining 9a{3(X;0) = lim 9a{3(x;m) = 9a{3(x) for x not on C.
m-+O
This makes the extended function continuous in m at (x; 0). It will be found neces-
sary later to impose further continuity/ differentiability conditions on the extended
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function 9o{3(Xj m).'
An example of a test particle is given by the Schwarzschild family of metrics which
in isotropic coordinates has metric tensor
Here
so the background metric is Minkowskian.
C is the curve xi = 0 which is a geodesic in Minkowski space. One may take
t:( m) = r; since r is geodesic distance in Minkowski space from x to C and 9o{3( x; m)
is non-singular for r > r;.
There is a further aspect of the test particle definition which should be mentioned.
One may make a different coordinate transformation on 9o{3(X; m) for each m. Thus
one may make the transformation XO= XO+m VO( x) where'Vo are arbitrary smooth
functions. This transformation is the identity when m = 0 so x Q and XO may be
identified on the background field. If gO{3( x; m) is the new 9o{3( x; m) thus obtained,
it is found that gO{3( x; m) is again a test particle on C if the VO are bounded in a
neighbourhood of C (and possibly even if the VO are not bounded). The spacetimes
represented by 9o{3(x; m) are not changed by the transformation but the paths along
which the limit is taken are changed.
The following chapter will be concerned with the linearization /o{3 (x) of the family
of metrics 9o{3(X; m) about the background metric 9o{3(X) which is defined as
/o{3(x) = Hm aa9o{3(x j m)
m-+O m
for x not on C (2.2.1 )
If this limit exists /o{3(x) is a covariant tensor field on the background spacetime
excepting C. If it is assumed that the extended function 9o{3(x; m) has continuous
first partial derivatives in a neighbourhood of (x; 0) where x is not on C, then io{3 is
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given by the formula
for x not on C (2.2.2)
where covariant differentiation and raising/lowering of indices is with respect to the
background metric 9a{.3(x). The linearization la{.3 (x) is a covariant tensor field on
the background spacetime. Equation (2.2.2) is derived in Wald (1984) appendix C2
using Lie derivatives but it may also be found directly by differentiating the tensor
transform equation:
m ~ 0, x not in C
with respect to m and using
lim 9>'p,(X +mV(x); m) = 9>.p,(x),
m-+O
I. 89>'p, ( ( ) 89>.p,lm -8- x +mV x ;m) = --(x)
m-+O XV 8xv
which follow from the continuity assumptions made.
1'a{.3( x) given by (2.2.2) is said to be gauge equivalent to la{.3.
It may be verified that la{.3 = diag ~ for the Schwarzschild family given above. If






lOi = -2 '
T
(2.2.3) ,.
This is gauge equivalent to the diagonal from above using (VD, Vi) = -(2Iog T, ~i).
The background field is Minkowski again.
The Kerr metric in Kerr-Schild coordinates is given by
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where
o _ r(x dx + y dy) + a(x dy - y dx) + :. dz + dt




This is a two-parameter family of metrics. It may be reduced to a one parameter
family by putting a = km with k constant. With this requirement, which corre-
sponds roughly to the idea of fixed angular velocity, 'Yo{3 is found to be exactly the
same as (2.2.3) so the rotation of the Kerr metric does not show up in 'Yo{3·
Note that the definition of test particle given here is broad enough to include both
black holes and "normal" bodies containing matter. Only the field in the vacuum
region outside of the black hole event horizon or outside the matter is used in the
calculation of 'Yo{3. One could fill in a central spherical part of the Schwarzschild field
with matter (this i~ done in chapter 4) and it would make no difference to 'Yo{3.
2.3 Examples of test particles on geodesics and
on non-geodesics
The examples given in section 2.2 all have Minkowski space for background and they
all have C = (XO, 0, 0, 0) which is a geodesic. Test particle examples are naturally
quite scarce since they require whole families of exact solutions of the E.F.E with
special properties. All the examples found have spherical or axial symmetry. and the
latter are mostly derived from the Weyl axisymmetric static metrics.
The existence of examples where C is not a geodesic is known (but not, it would
seem, well known). Historically an example of a "self accelerating particle" in general
relativity seems to have originated with Bondi (1957). As Banner and Swaminarayan
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(B&S) (1966) have pointed out, this is not entirely a relativistic phenomenon. In
Newtonian mechanics one can construct an example, a dipole consisting oftwo masses
±m, which is self accelerated (provided one allows negative mass, assumes the New-
tonian potential :: also for negative mass and the principle of equivalence asserting
that the acceleration of a particle is independent of its mass). The example of Bondi
(1957) was extended in B&S(1964), Bonnor (1966) and extended again in Bicak et
al (1983)(a), (b) and Bonnor (1988). [Other references to related work by Ernst
and others may be found in the bibliography to Bicak et al (a) (1983)]. A good
deal of the work in the above-mentioned papers is concerned with the physical in-
terpretation of the fields. None have treated the problem formally in terms of a
test particle definition although Bonnor (1966) mentions this aspect briefly. In the
first example below I have converted Bonnor's example to a one-parameter family
of metrics and fitted it into the test particle definition given in section 2.2. Both
the singularities (which are coalescing) are "inside" the test particle. (This was not
clear in Bonnor(1966).) The other examples given are found directly from Weyl's
axisymmetric static metric. This is similar in principle to the approach of Bicak et
aI1983(b) but the method and examples are different. Usually, a metric of the Weyl
family will have singularities along whole segments of the axis of symmetry. Special
conditions are required in order that singularities occur only at a few isolated points.
Test particle examples are constructed by satisfying these conditions.
Example 1:
In Bonnor and Swaminarayan (1964) a 4-parameter exact solution of the vacuum




ala2 2 2 2 (a~ a~) 2al R 2a2R
;\ - (hI - h2)2! - r (z - t) R1 + R~ + hlRI + h2R2




! 4R11R;l {r2(z2 - t
2) + (R - r 2 - hd(R - r 2 - h2) - R I R2}
aI, a2, hI, h2 are real parameters with hI, h2 > O.
Various cases are dealt with in B&S (1964), one of which is
(2.3.1)
We restrict consideration to the region where z2 - t2 > O.
It may be shown that the only physical singularities of the above metric subject
to condition (2.3.1), are at r = 0, z = (t 2 + 2hd t and at r = 0, z = (t 2 + 2h2 )t
and these are real singularities in the sense that Ra{3-y8 Rafh8 is unbounded in their
neighbourhood. There are coordinate singularities at other points of the axis but
these may be removed by the transformation x = r cos (), y = r sin (). The metric is
interpreted as representing two point particles, one of positive mass al moving on
z = (t 2+2hd ~ and one of negative mass a2 moving on z = (t2+2h2)~ .
The original 4-parameter family may be reduced to a I-parameter family with
m = al by holding hI > 0 fixed and solving (2.3.1) for h2, a2 to obtain:
As al ~ 0 through positive values, a2 -t 0 and h2 -t hI.
As h2 -t hI, the two particles coalesce forming a "composite" test particle. It will
now be shown that the test particle conditions are satisfied.
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C is the curve r = 0 z = (t 2 +2h l )t. Take x not on C and consider lim 9a{3(X; al)., al --+0 .
R = ~(r2 + z2 - t2) > 0 since Z2 - t2 > 0, and R is independent of al·
RI is also independent of al and RI # 0
R2 ~ RI as al ~ 0
Hence the background has metric
(dS)2 -dr2 _ r2dfj2 + (z2 _ t2)-1 {(z2 - t2)de _ (z2 - t2)dz2}
dt2 - dz2 - dr2 - r 2dfJ2
which is a Minkowski space. C is not a geodesic in this space.
The only singularities of 9a{3(X; ad not on C occur on r = 0, z = (t 2 +2h2 )t.
The geodesics in Minkowski space all have linear parametrizations in standard
(cartesian) coordinates. To demonstrate the tube condition it is convenient to con-
vert to standard coordinates in Minkowski space so that C parametrized by u is
(u,0,0,(u2+2hd t ) and the other singularities lie on (t,0,0,(t 2+2h2)t). The foot
of the (Minkowskian) perpendicular from (t, 0, 0, (t 2 +2h2 ) t) to C is found from the
1
condition that the tangent to C : (1,0,0, u(u2 +2h l r:2) be perpendicular to the join
of the above points.
Surprisingly, this has the simple solution u2 = ~t2.
Hence the geodesic distance in the background Minkowski space from r = 0, z =
I .. ,
(t 2 +2h2 )t to C is found to be:
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On rationalizing the first term, this becomes
{
[X;(h2 - hd +2(h2 - hdf
[(t2 +2h2)t + (t2~ + 2h l ) tf
For a fixedt, the numerators both go to zero as h2 -+ hI and the denominator is
1
bounded below by hf for all t. If t is restricted to a finite interval t < -T, it is clear
that the tube condition holds.
Examples using Weyl metrics
The Weyl axisymmetric static metrics are given in Weyl's canonical coordinates
(T, p, cP, z) in Kramer et al (1980) on p. 200. The metric has the form
(2.3.2)
where u and k are functions of p, z satisfying
and
(2.3.3)
8k = 2p 8u 8u.
8z 8p 8z
(2.3.4)
The metric (2.3.2) is singular on the axis where p = O. If u, k are C 2 functions of p, z
satisfying (2.3.3), (2.3.4) in the region where p > 0, the metric (2.3.2) will satisfy
the vacuum E.F.E. in this region. It may be possible to extend the metric (2.3.2) on
to parts of the axis p = O.
If one applies the transformation x = p cos cP, y = p sin cP to (2.3.2) it takes the
form
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ds2 = (e-2.+2k + ~: e-2• (1 _e")) dx2 + [e-2.+2k +;:e-2. (1 - e")] dy2 (2.3.5)
where p, u, k are to be expressed in terms of x, y, z by means of p = (x 2+ y2)~.
The functions u, k will be C 2 functions of x, y, z at all points not on the axis
x = y = °and the metric (2.3.5) will satisfy the vacuum E.F.E. at all such points.
If the metric (2.3.5) can be continued to a C 2 metric in a neighbourhood of a point
(0,0, zd on the axis, then metric (2.3.2) (and metric (2.3.5)) will be said to be regular
at the point (0,0, zd·
For regularity at (0, 0, zd it is clearly necessary that the limits of u, k as (x, y, z) ~
(0,0, zd should exist. Since lim x~ does not exist, it is also necessary that
(x,y,z)-+(O,O,zd p •
lim k(p, z) = 0.
(p,z)-+(O,Zj)
(2.3.6)
None of the references in the bibliography define regularity explicitly, but one might
infer from appendix II of B& S (1964) that their definition agrees with the above. All
the other references state (2.3.6) as "the regularity condition". No proof is offered
that (2.3.6) is sufficient. In fact, unless one has some prior knowledge about the
form of function k, (2.3.6) does not necessarily imply regularity. For example, if
k = p = (x 2+ y2) ~ then k satisfies (2.3.6) at all points of the axis but (2.3.5) is not
regular on the axis. The metric coefficients in (2.3.5) can be extended onto the axis
by continuity but the functions so defined are not Cl on the axis.
Assuming that u can be continued to a C 2 function on a neighbourhood of (0, 0, Zl),




where g{x,y,z) is C2 on an entire neighbourhood of (O,O,zd·
Returning to the probl~m of finding Weyl metrics, condition (2.3.3) in Cartesian
co-ordinates becomes V2U =°so that u is harmonic. Let u be an harmonic function
with cylindrical symmetry which is expressed in cylindrical co-ordinates p, z. Let
Bu Bu
B = 2p Bp Bz' (2.3.8)
Then, using equation (2.3.3), one finds ~~ = ~~. This means that equation (2.3.4) is
integrable and in the region p > 0, k( z, p) is determined uniquely up to an additive
constant by u.
Let us first consider the case where u(x,y,z) is harmonic in a neighbourhood
of (0,0,0). Then u has an expansion in this neighbourhood in terms of Legendre
polynomials
• et
U = L anrnPn(cos (}) where p = r sin (), z = r cos ()
n=O
Consider as an example
u - alrP1(cos{})+a2r2P2(COS{})
alZ + a2(2z2 - p2) = alZ +a2(2z2 _ (x2+ y2)).




Thus the Weyl metric determined by (2.3.9) is regular everywhere on the axis for
any choice of at, a2· A metric of this family will be used as a background metric for a
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test particle. The test particle will be constructed by adding to U another harmonic
function which has an isolated singularity at the origin, to represent the particle.
Hence consider U = Ub +Up where Ub is given by (2.3.9) above and
Thus
A Weyl metric is determined by (2.3.11) for any set of values of the 5 constants
aI, a2, a3, a4, m. This metric will represent ga{3{x, m) for a suitable choice of the con-
stants aI, a2, a3, a4 and it is necessary to determine aI, a2, a3, a4 so that it is regular
at all points in the neighbourhood of the origin excepting the origin itself. The
determination of k even in this simple case is lengthy. (Bicak et al (1983) have
found a formula for k in a fairly similar situation in terms of prolate spheroidal co-
ordinates and Legendre polynomials but their background metric is not the same as
in (2.3.11).) The condition (2.3.6) enables one to find the required condition on the
constants by a shorter method without actually finding k (this was done in Nevin
(1995)) but since (2.3.6) has not been shown sufficient this does not seem conclusive.
The alternative is to determine k and use condition (2.3.7) to show regularity.
By a lengthy process of differentiations and integrations it has been found that k
satisfies (2.3.4) where U is given by (2.3.11) if and only if
k = (-n ad (p4 - 8p'z')ai + (_~p'r-4) m'a; + (-::' + ~ ~) m'a~
+ (-4zp2) ala2 + (-2zr- l ) mala3 + (2lr-3) mala4 + (4 p2r-l) ma2a3
+ (_4zp2r-3 - 8z3r-3) ma2a4 + (-2zp2r-6) m2a3a4 +C (2.3.12)
where C is a constant.
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In a sufficiently small neighbourhood of any point (0,0, zd with Zl =1= 0, r- 1 is C2 •
Hence the only terms in (2.3.12) which do not have the form of (2.3.7) are given by
for Z > O,p = 0
and for Z < 0, P = 0
D = -2mala3 - 8ma2a4
D = 2mal a3 + 8ma2a4
Assuming m =1= 0 and using (2.3.6), a necessary condition for regularity for both
Z > 0 and z < 0 is that
(2.3.13)
Condition (2.3.13) is also sufficient, for if (2.3.13) is satisfied, then
D 8ma2a4(zr-l - z3r -3)
8 -3 2ma2a4r zp.
If condition (2.3.13) is satisfied, then (2.3.11) defines a Weyl metric ga!3(T, x, y, z; m)
for all m and lim ga!3(T, x, y, z; m) is the Weyl metric defined by (2.3.9) which is a
m-tO-
regular vacuum metric everywhere. The metric ga!3(T, x, y, z; m) has singularities at
(T, 0, 0, 0). Elsewhere it is a regular vacuum metric. Thus the family ga/3(t, x, y, z; m)
defines a test particle moving (or rather stationary in these co-ordinates) on the curve
C : (T, 0, 0, 0) in the background given by (2.3.9).
The question now arises: Is C a geodesic of the background metric or not? Using
the metric (2.3.5) with u given by (2.3.9),
On C, -ds-2 = goodT2, goo = _e2u; u = 0 .'. ds = dT
dd
x;= (1,0,0,0) so the geodesic equation reduces to rgo = 0
and this is equivalent to ~ax~ = o. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for C to
be a geodesic is that ;:i = 0 on C.
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This shows that C is a geodesic of the Weyl metric determined by (2.3.9) if and only
if at = O.
There are clearly a lot of solutions of (2.3.13) which have at =I 0 and each of these
gives an example of a test part'icle on a non-geodesic.
Example 2 :





In this case up = m r~ and the Weyl metric generated by up is sometimes called
the "Super Curzon particle". Thus (2.3.14) gives an example of the Super Curzon
particle moving on a non-geodesic of a (non-flat) background field.
Example 3 :
In (2.3.13) if a3 =f 0 and a4 = 0 then Up = 7' and the Weyl metric generated by Up
is called the Curz0!l particle.
In this case it follows from (2.3.13) that al = -4::a4 = 0 so the Curzon particle has
to move on a geodesic (for the restricted family of backgrounds under consideration).
Example 3 is a special case of a theorem of Einstein and Grommer (1927) where it
is shown that for a general background of the Weyl family, the Curzon particle has
to move on a geodesic. This was the first result which showed that certain kinds
of singularities had to move on geodesics. The Infeld/Schild theorem of the next
chapter is another (more general) result of this kind. Note however, that geodesic
motion is not a property of all kinds of singularities. The Super Curzon particle for
example does not necessarily move on a geodesic. The Einstein/Grommer theorem
is sufficiently interesting to warrant outlining a proof, filling in some of the gaps left
in the very sketchy proof of Einstein and Grommer (1927). Another discussion of
the Einstein/Grommer theorem may be found in Ehlers (1983).
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Let U = Ub + Up where Ub generates a Weyl metric which is regular in an entire
neighbourhood of the origin and Up generates a Weyl metric which is regular except
at the origin.
From (2.3.4), k(P) - k(Q) = (f) f Adp + Bdz where A, B are defined by (2.3.8)
and f is any path joining P to Q in the region p > 0 of the p, z plane. ~~, ~; are
bounded in any subregion 0 < El < P < E2 and consequently A and B both tend
to zero as p -+ 0 with z #- 0, k can be extended continuously onto the axis except
at the origin and k(P) = k(Q) if P, Q are points on the axis which lie on the same
side of the origin. However, k may take different values on the axis on either side of
the origin (cf the examples above). From (2.3.6) a necessary condition for regularity
except at the origin is that k takes the same value on both sides of the origin.
Let r be the semicircle (p, z) = (8 cos 0, 8 sin 0), -7f/2 :::; 0 :::; 7f /2, 8 > O. A
necessary condition for regulari ty of the metric determined by U (except at the origin)
IS
(f) JAdp + B dz = 0 (2.3.15)
Since (2.3.15) is satisfied by up and Ub separately one finds on substituting U = Up+Ub
that (f) f Adp + Bdz =
2(r) j ~:b p ( ~~dz - ~~ dP) +2(f) j ~~P (~~ dz + ~~dp) . (2.3.16)
If one now specializes by putting uP = ';, then the second integral is zero since uP is
constant on r giving that aau; dz + aaU; dp = 0 on r.
On the· axis ~ = ~ = 0 because of the cylindrical symmetry, also·(~) p =
(~t,y' Hence, by an argument similar to that given previously, C = (T, 0, 0, 0) is
a geodesic of the background metric determined by Ub if and only if ~(T, 0, 0, 0) = o.
The value of (f) f Adp + Bdz is independent of 8. By letting <5 -+ 0 in (2.3.16)
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one finds that its value is
8u f (8UP 8uP ) (8U b )8zb (T, 0, 0, 0) l~ (r) 2p 8p dz - 8z dp = 8z (T, 0, 0, 0) (-2m)
This shows that if the metric generated by u is to be regular, then C must be a
geodesic of the background metric - the Curzon particle must move on a geodesic of
the background.
This argument may be applied to other uP provided two conditions are met:
(i) The second integral in (2.3.16) tends to zero with 6 for any Ub
(ii) lim (f) f 2p (a::p dz - a::p dp) # O.
8-+0 vp vZ
The integral occurring in (ii) is usually called the mass of the particle defined by
up. It is equal to 7T f(grad uP) . !l da over the surface of a sphere centre the origin,
radius 6 and is consequently independent of 6 (so the limit in (ii) could have been
omitted).
Condition (ii) then states that the mass of the particle should not be zero. The
super Curzon particle fails (ii) sin'ce its mass is zero. (It also fails (i).) It is perhaps
not unreasonable for a "zero mass" particle to be able to move on a non-geodesic.
However one may easily construct an example of a particle of positive mass (in the
above sense) which can move on a non-geodesic.
Example 4 :
In (2.3.13) let al = -4, a2 = 1, a3 = 1, a4 = 1 then
2 2 2 m mz
U = -4z + 2z - (x + y ) + - + -
r r3
This defines a test particle which moves on a non geodesic since al # O.
Example 4 satisfies (ii) since it has the same mass as the Curzon particle, but it
fails (i). Basically, the reason that if fails (i) is because the singularity in uP is "too
strong". It is of the order of r~ whereas the singularity for the Curzon particle is of
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the order of 1. This matter will be considered again in chapter 3 in relation to the
r
InfeldjSchild theorem.
2.4 Comments on the time symmetric two black
hole problem
There are no known analytic two-body solutions of the E.F.E. The nearest one might
come to such a solution is the time symmetric two black hole problem where analytic
initial data is given on a hypersurface of time symmetry. This determines a Cauchy
development which may be interpreted physically as representing the head-on ap-
proach of two black holes. The Cauchy development must be determined numeri-
cally. This problem has been studied in the case where the two black holes have equal
mass by Hahn and Lindquist (1964) and by Smarr, Cadez, de Witt, Eppley(1976)
although they were concerned with the coalescence of the two black holes whereas
here I only want to discuss the motion when the two black holes are well separated.
If a test particle is to be constructed one needs unequal masses with m tending
to zero and M fixed. Let
m M
cP(x, y, z) = 1 + 2(x2 + y2 + z2)1/2 + 2(x _ 1)2 + y2 + z2)1/2'
On L : t = 0 let ga{3(x; m) = diagonal (goo(x, y, Zj m), cP\ cP\ cP4 ) and a~~(3 (Xj m) = O.
This choice of initial data satisfies the contraints since cP is harmonic and 3 R = 0
on L. (See Hahn & Lindquist p. 310, taking their base metric flat, also Wald p
265.) The test body (black hole) of mass m is situated at the origin at t = 0 in each
space-time. The lapse and shift functions goo(x;m), gOi(Xjm) have to be specified
on the whole space to yield a unique solution from the Cauchy data. (The choice of
the function gOa(Xj m) corresponds to a choice of gauge.) Smarr et al (1976) use a
zero shift and maximal slicing which determines the lapse.
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Suppose one takes zero shift and chooses the lapse 90o(X; m) so that 90o(X; 0) = -1
everywhere, then the background metric 9O',e(X; 0) will be a Cauchy development in
Gaussian normal coordinates from initial data
) • ( . -+.4 -+.4 -+.4) 890'/3 °9O',e(X,y,z,0;0 = dIag -1, IfIO,lfIo,lfIo , -at =
where <Po = 1 + 2(X_l)2+~2+z2)172' This space can be identified with Schwarzschild
corresponding to the single mass M. One may now ask the question whether the
above system 90'/3 (X; m) defines a test particle on a curve C in the background and if so
what is the curve C? Since all the space-times are time symmetric at t = 0, the same
will hold for the curve C if it exists, hence on C dJti It=o = 0. In Gaussian normal
coordinates, the unique geodesic in this direction through the origin is the curve
(t, 0, 0, 0) so if one wishes to show that C exists and is a geodesic of the background
metric, one must show that C is the curve (t, 0, 0, 0). This amounts to showing that
the tube condition holds on (t, 0, 0, 0). The answer to this question depends on the
domains of the maximal Cauchy developments and this information does not appear






Let la{J(X) = lim aa9o (3 (x; m) as in chapter 2.
m-l'O m
In lnfeld & Schild (l/S) (1949) their quantity called ba{J(x) is equivalent to la[3
and l/S claim to prove that C is a geodesic if la{J(X) is "of the order of ;" where r
represents geodesic distance to C from x in the background metric. Their method
is to separate the terms in the linearized vacuum E.F.E. satisfied by la{J( x) into
various orders in r. Using the terms of orders r-3 and r- 2 only, they deduce that
C is a geodesic. There are a number of aspects of the proof which are unclear.
According to l/S a quantity q is said to be of order r-n if rnq is bounded as r -t O.
This condition is not sufficient to allow a unique separation into terms of various
orders and yet their method requires that terms of each order in the Einstein tensor
be equated to zero separately. Also their choice of coordinate systems is not the
most natural and certain equations are assumed without proof to have solutions of a
certain type. The treatment to be given here seeks to rectify these and other matters.
It is similar in principle to that of l/S but in detail rather different. Note also that
in the treatment given here the parameter m is not necessarily related to any kind
of mass. On the other hand l/S say that m in their treatment is the mass of their
"mass particle". Since no other definition of mass is offered in l/S, this does not
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seem significant.
3.2 Choice of reference frame
Given a timelike curve C in a space-time, one may associate with C a reference frame
which is nearly unique. This is referred to in MTW (1971) as the "proper reference
frame of an accelerated observer". The definition of this frame depends on the con-
cept of Fermi-Walker transport.
Definition: Let r be an arclength parameter on C, let uQ be the unit tangent on
C, let a Q = r;; be the 4-acceleration on C, let E(r) be an event on C, let w(O) be
a vector at E(ro). Then there is one and only one vector field w Q (r) on C such
that ~~a =aQG(u,w) - ~QG(a,w) and wQ(ro) = wg. Here G(p,q) denotes the
inner product gQ/3pQ q/3. The vector field wQ (r) is said to be generated from w(O) by
Fermi-Walker transport on C.
One may show that Fermi-Walker transport preserves the inner product and that
the unit tangent to C is Fermi-Walker transported on C. If C is a geodesic, Fermi-
Walker transport reduces to parallel transport.
The construction of a proper reference frame on C may be described as fol-
lows. Choose an event E(ro) on C and at this event choose an orthonormal tetrad
u(ro), w~1), W~2), W~3) • Let this orthonormal tetrad be Fermi-Walker transported on
C. Thjs generates (uniquely) an orthonormal tetrad u(r),w(1)(r),w(2)(r),w(3)(r) at
each event E(r) on C. Choose a unit vector v at E(r) which is orthogonal to u(r).
3
Then v is a linear combination of the w(i), and v = L j1.iw(i)(r). There is a unique
i=1
geodesic 'D through E(r) which has v as unit tangent at E(r). Let P be the event
on 'D which is a distance ,X along 'D from E(r) jn the direction of v.
O' 3
Then P is assigned coordinates xQ where x = r, xt = 'xj1.i. Note that .L xixi =
i=1
3
,X2 ,.L j1.ij1.i = ,X2G(V,v) = ,X2. Hence (XiXi)I/2 is the geodesic distance from P to C.
t=1
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The only indeterminacy in this construction is in the choice of arbitrary constant
in the arc-length parameter T and in the choice of W~l), W~2), w~3). A different choice
of the latter results in the spatial coordinates xi being multiplied by a Euclidean
orthogonal matrix.
The co-ordinates defined above will be called "proper coordinates on C". (In
Nevin (1995) they were called "normal coordinates on C" but it is felt this might be
confused with plain "normal coordinates" or with "Fermi normal coordinates" in the
present work.)
In the following the notation t = xo, x = (t, xl, x2, x3), r = (xiXi)1/2 is used.
Let 9cx{3 be the metric tensor of the space-time in proper coordinates on C and let
9cx{3 be analytic near C.
Then 9cx{3(X) = f 9~b(x) where 9~iMx) is the sum of terms of order i in Xl, x2, x3
,=0
with coefficients functions of t.
It may be shown (MTW p331) that the zero order and the first order terms in
9cx{3 are
(0) (1) i (1)
9cx{3 = Tfcxj3, 900 = 2ai(t)X, 9cxj3 =°if (a,jJ) =1= (0,0) (3.2.1)
where (0,aI(t),a2(t),a3(t)) is the 4-acceleration'on C at (t,O,O,O). C is a geodesic if
and only if ai(t) = 0, i = 1,2,3.
3.3 The definition of "order"
So that one may perform the kind of procedure used in liS it is necessary to separate
expressions in x into terms of various orders such that the following hold:
(i) If P, Q are terms of orders n, m then PQ is a term of order n +m.
(ii) If P is a term of order n, then
() 'th ap ° ap· f f da eI er a;: = or a;: IS a sum 0 terms 0 or er n - 1.
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(b) either a: = 0 or a: is a sum of terms of order n.
00
(iii) If I: Pn = 0 where Pn is a sum of terms of order n, then Pn = 0 for all n.
n=-oo
An example of a system with the above properties is found by taking terms of
order n to be of th~ form rn F(x) where F(x) = F(t, xl, x2 , x3 ) is differentiable, ho-
mogeneous of degree zero in Xl, x 2 , x 3 and has no singularities excepting points on C
where Xl = x 2 = x 3 = O.
Definitions:
(i) 5 will denote the set of functions expressible as infinite series of terms of the
type described in the above example, convergent near C, and such that deriva-
tives may be taken term by term.
(ii) 5' will denote the larger set with similar properties obtained by including terms
of order n which are of the form (logr)mrnF(x).
(iii) A(n) will den~te the sum of terms of order n occurring in A, and will be called
the component of A of order n.
(iv) Order A = min{n: A has a non-zero component of order n}.
Note that 5 includes all functions analytic in xi which are expandable as power
series in xi with coefficients functions of t. For such a function f,
f(x) = ao(t) + ai(t)xi + aij(t)xiJ;j + ...
ao(t) + r (a;(t) :;) +r' (a;j(t) x~n ...
and the functions in brackets are homogeneous of degree zero. If ao( t) =1= 0, f( x) has
order zero.
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3.4 The order of '0:/3 in various examples
Example 1: Consider the example of the Scharzschild test particle in isotropic co-
ordinates as given in section 2.2. The background metric is Minkowskian and C is
the curve (t, 0, 0, 0). Proper coordinates on C are the given Minkowskian coordi-
nates and in these coordinates ICi{3 = 0 when 0: =1= /3 and ICi{3 = 2/r when 0: = /3.
Thus the only non-zero components of ICi{3 are of order -1 in proper coordinates on C.
Example 2: Consider example 1 of section 2.3. In order to calculate lCi{3 =
lim 0;0(3, one needs to evaluate lim t' and lim !p. Both of these limits require
al-tO val al-tO al al-tO val
evaluation of quantities involving ~ and ~ where h2 , a2 are given by equation
(2.3.1) and hI is constant.
Likewise ~ -+ 00 as aI -+ O. It is then found that lim 8;0(3 does not exist and
al al-tO _ al
hence ICi{3 is not defined in this case.
Example 3 : Consider example 2 of section 2.3. Since XCi and r = {x i X i )I/2 will-be
reserved for proper coordinates, the Weyl coordinates which were previously denoted
1
T, p, z, <P, and r = {p2 + Z2)I/2 are now denoted T, p, z, <p and R = (p2 + Z2) 2, and
components in Weyl coordinates will be denoted by a tilde. With this notation
example 2 of section 2.3 is the Weyl metric determined by
mz
u = z + R3




Hm k = -p and
m-tO 2 Hm 88m
k = 2p2 R-3 •
m-tO
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In order to transform to proper coordinates, the coordinat'e singularity on the axis
is first removed by the transformation, XO = T, Xl = Pcos cP, X 2 = p sin cP, X 3 = z.
Tensor components in the xa frame are denoted by a prime. It is found that
p2 (X1)2+(X2)2 ((Xl)2+(X 2)2)2
The expression e- p2-1 = -1 + 2 - 6 + ... is analytic in X =
(Xl, X 2 , X 3 ). Hen~e g~{3 is analytic in X. Furthermore,
(3.4.1)
where !a{3 is analytic, !a{3(fl) =°and !a{3 has non-zero linear terms.
Let x a denote proper coordinates. The transformation from xa to x a is analytic.
On C,xa = (T,O,O,O) and (dXO)2 = (e2Z )z=o(dT)2. g~i =°and g~{3 is independent
of T. Hence in the xa frame, r~{3 = °and on a geodesic d;~O = o.
On a spacelike geodesic orthogonal to C, d:rO °at the point of intersection
with C and hence XO is constant on any spacelike geodesic orthogonal to C. Since
(dXO)2 = (dT)2 on C it follows that XO = XO at all events.
On C: X = Q= ~ and g~{3 = "la{3 = ga{3and Xi = aijXj+ order 2: 2 in ~ where
[aij]3X3 is an orthogonal matrix. Hence R2 = (XiXi) = r2 +cP(x) where cP is analytic
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of order ~ 3 in;[. From this and (3.4.1) /a{3 has order -2.
Example 4: Consider example 3 of section 2.3 taking a1 = 0, a2 = 1, a3 = 1, a4 = °
in (2.3.13). Then
2 2 2 m
u = 2z - (x + y ) + R'
In this case
(-2 ~ 8p2 ) (dp 2 + dz 2 )
+ e-4z2+2(x2+y2) (_~2) d</} _ e4z2-2(x2+y2) (~) dT2
and a similar analysis to the previous example shows that la/3 is of order -1 in proper
coordinates on C.
3.5 Covariant derivatives in proper co-ordinates
Proper coordinates on C are used throughout this section. If /a/3 is of order ~ -1,
then a;;l will be ~f order ~ -2 and ::7;;. will be of order ~ -3. In section 3.6 it
will be necessary to separate covariant derivatives of various quantities into terms
of different orders. To be more specific, it will be necessary to calculate ga{3 /d);a(3
in orders -3, -2 and g/3fJ /t{3;fJ in orders -2, -1 where /tfJ is of order -1; and to
calculate g/3fJ Va ;{3fJ in orders -2, -1 where Va is of order zero.











-ai Vo ,i +~ ,ii
(0) (1)
aj Vi,j +Vi,jj'
Proof: Inverting the matrix ga{3 one finds from (3.2.1) that for small xi,
gOO = -1 +2ai(t)Xi+ order ~ 2 ,ga{3 = Oa{3+ order ~ 2 if (a,j3) i- (0,0).
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Also r~ = ai(t)+ order 2:: 1, r8i = r?o = ai(t)+ order 2:: 1 and all other Christoffel
symbols are of order 2:: 1. Hence
VO';OO = -r~ VO',i + order 2:: 0
VO';ii = VO',ii - 2r~i VO,i + order 2:: 0
The Lemma follows from (3.5.1), (3.5.2), (3.5.3).
Lemma 2: If IO'{3 is of order -1, then
(
{3o ) (-2) _ (-1)











-'00,0 + ai liO + lOi,i
(-1) (-1) (-1) (0)
-'iO,O + ai/oo + anij + lij,j'
Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 and follows from
10'0;0 - 10'0,0 - r~OlltO - r~'O'It + order 2:: 0
IO'i;i = IO'i,i - r~illti + order 2:: O.








8 )(-2) (0) (-1)
9 !'YOn;o! - 'YOn,ii - ai')'On,i
(
0 ) (-2) (0) (-1)
9 !'Ynm;o! - 'Ynm,ii + ai'Ynm,i·
Proof: The proof follows from
'YO',6;OO
'YO',6;ii
(-1 + 2aiXihO',6;00 + 'YO',6;ii + order > -1
-ai'YO',6,i + order 2:-1
'YO',6,ii - 2r~i'YIt,6,i - 2r~i'YO'It,i + order 2: -1.
3.6 The linearized vacuum Einstein field equa-
tions
In section 2.2 a definition of a test particle on a curve C was given in terms of a
family of functions 9O',6(X; m) where 9O',6(X; m) satisfies the vacuum E.F.E. outside of
a tube Um which contains C. Hence RO',6(x; m) = a,outside of Um where RO',6(x; m)
denotes the Ricci tensor determined by 9O',6(X; m).
Let 'x be an event not on C and hold x fixed. There exists a positive number
<5(x) such that x is outside Um when 0 < m < <5(x). Thus Rcr,6(x;m) = 0 when
0< m < <5(x) and hence lim aa (Rcr,6(x;m)) = O.
m-+O m
Provided the extended function 9cr,6(x; m) satisfies smoothness conditions at events
not on C, which ensure that limits as m --+ 0 and partial derivatives with respect to
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m commute with first and second partial derivatives with respect to x a , it may be
proved (Wald p185) that
where ga{3 and covariant derivatives refer to the background metric ga{3 (x). Thus la{3
satisfies the equation
(3.6.1 )
which is the linearized vacuum E.F.E.
3.7 The InfeldjSchild theorem
Considering the various examples which have been given of la{3, only the Schwarzschild
particle, the Kerr particle and Example 4 of section 3.4 have la{3 which is of order
-1 in proper coordinates. All these test particles move on geodesics and they con-
stitute examples of the InfeldjSchild theorem. Roughly speaking, the InfeldjSchild
theorem says that if la{3 is of order -1, then the test particle moves on a geodesic.
This theorem is stated more precisely as follows:
The Infeld/Schild theorem: Let la{3(X) be defined by (2.2.1) where ga{3(x;m)
is a test particle on C and (3.6.1) holds. In a proper reference frame on C, suppose
that ga{3(x) is analytic in xl,x2,x3 , and la{3(X) E S and the non-zero components of
la{3( x) are of order ~ -1.
Then if 16;1) (x) =I- 0, C is a geodesic of the background metric ga{3( x). Furthermore
if C is not a geodesic then la{3 is gauge equivalent to W a{3 E S' where W a{3 has all its
non-zero components of order ~ O.
Proof of the theorem: To make the material more readable, most of the technical




It may be shown (appendix Lemma 1) that (3.6.1) is equivalent to
(3.7.2)
In the usual perturbation theory where ,a{3 does not have singularities, equation
(3.7.2) may be simplified by a gauge transformation. One finds W a /3 gauge equivalent
to ,a{3 such that
- {3 0W a {3; = .
This is achieved by solving for Va the equations
{3oy _ - {3





Equation (3.7.3) follows from (3.7.4), (3.7.5). Since wa {3 also satisfies (2.2.2) and
(3.7.2) one then has from (3.7.2),
(3.7.6)
Equations (3.7.4) and (3.7.6) are (generalized) wave equations for Va , W lO , which are
known to have solutions in the non-singular case. We wish to show that a similar
procedure may be followed in the singular case.
Consider equation (3.7.4). In the present (singular) case the right hand side of
(3.7.4) is in S and a solution is sought in S or in s<?me larger system satisfying the
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) of section 3.3. For the purposes of this theorem it is sufficient
to solve the simpler problem of satisfying (3.7.4) only in so far as its terms of the
two lowest orders are concerned. It is shown in the appendix Lemma 5 that there
exists Va in S' (but not necessarily in S) such that
(
{3o )(n) _ (_ (3)(n)
9 Va ;/3o - -,a{3;
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for n = -2,-1. (3.7.7)
If Wa l3 is defined by (3.7.5) and (3.7.7) then Wa l3 E S' and order Wa l3 ~ -1.
This shows that equation (3.7.4) is satisfied in its two lowest orders.
It is shown in the appendix Lemma 6 that
(
_ o)(n)
W fO ; = 0 forn = -2,-1
and
(
al3 - ) (n) _ 0 £ - 3 29 wfo ;al3 - tor n - - , - .
(3.7.8)
(3.7.9)
This shows that equations (3.7.8) and (3.7.9) are satisfied in'their two lowest orders.
(Note that the right hand side of (3.7.6) has order ~ -1.)
Using the results of section 3.5, equations (3.7.8) and (3.7.9) may be written
explicitly as equations (1) and (2) respectively below
-(-1)-0
Wai,i -
-(-1) -(-1) -(0) 0
WOO,O - ai WiO - WOi,i =
- (-1) 0
W < .. ={u,n




The complete solution in S' of (2)(i) is
From (3.7.10) and (l)(i)
Xi
- C ·(t)- = 0at r 3 .
From (3.7.11)












Since wa l3 is symmetric this leaves wol as the only possible non-zero component of
W~~l). From (2)(iv) and (3.7.12)
- (0) - 0
Wnm ii -,
The complete solution of (3.7.13) in S' is
- (0) - d (t)Wnm - nm
From (2)(iii) and (3.7.12)
Wo(O) .. = 0
n,u
The complete solution of (3.7.15) in S' is




W~~l) = Coo with Coo constant.
r
From (l)(iii), (3.7.12), (3.7.14)




From the appendix Lemma 3










Now suppose la~l) i- 0, then from (3.7.20) W~~l) i- 0 so by· (3.7.21) there exists
a non-zero component of W~~l). Hence by (3.7.12) W~~l) i- O. Then by (3.7.19)
aj(t) = 0 for j = 1,2,3 showing that C is a geodesic. If C is not a geodesic then
(3.7.19) can only be satisfied if W~~l) = 0 and then by (3.7.12), W~~l) = 0 and by
(3.7.21) w~~l) = 0 showing that W a /3 has order 2:: O.
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This completes the proof.
Appendix to section 3.7
Lemma 1: Equation (3.7.2) is equivalent to equation (3.6.1) for a vacuum metric.
Proof: From (3.7.1),
Hence
o.{3 - _ o.{3 o.{3R IJ. 1
9 Iw;{3o - 9 Iw;o{3 - 9 {30{ lIJ.o. - 2"';{O (i)
since go.{3 R{3oo. IJ. = 0 for a vacuum metric. Substituting (i) into (3.7.2) and using the
symmetries of go.{3"o.{3,Ro.{3o{ one finds that (3.7.2) reduces to (3.6.1).
Lemma 2: For a vacuum metric, if Wo.{3 = lo.{3 + Vo.;{3 + V{3;i:I' then
- {3 - {3 + {3oV
Wo.{3; = lo.{3; 9 o.;{3O·
Proof:
Wo.{3 io.{3 + Vo.;{3 + V{3;o. - ~go.{3gIJ.V (VIJ.;V + VV;IJ.)
(ii)
For a vacuum metric g(3o (V,6;o.s - V,6;oo.) = _g(3o R,6o.s {"V:: - 0, so the last three
terms in (ii) add to zero giving the required result.
Lemma 3: If Wo.(3 is of order 2: -1 then w~~1) = 0 for all 0:, (3 if and only if W~~l) = 0
for all 0:, j3.
Proof: From (3.7.1), w~I/) - W~{;l) - ~ (go.(3gIJ.V)(O)W1~1). Also from (3.7.1), contract-
ing with go.{3, one finds w = -wand hence w~{;l) = w~{;l) - ~ (go.{3gIJ.V)(O) W1-;;1). The
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required result follows from these two equations.
Lemma 4: Let A be a term in S of order k. A may be expressed in terms of spherical
harmonics:
00 n
A = rk L L btnY;
n=O t=-n
Then
(a) If k = -2, then all functions </J in S' which contain o,nly terms of order zero
and which satisfy Poisson's equation \/2</J = A are given by the formula
00 n b ye
et> = Co + boo log r - L L ~n n .
n=l t=-n n + n
(b) If k = -1, all functions </J in S' which contain only terms of order 1 and which
satisfy Poisson's equation \/2</J = A are given by the formula
i rlogr( -1 0 1)" ~ benY;
</J = Ci X + 3 b-1,lY1 +bOly;' +buy;' +r ~ ~ (( ). 2 - n 2 +n )n#l e=-n,
Proof: These formulae may be derived using
and
Lemma 5: Equation (3.7.7) is valid.
Proof: Using the results of section 3.5 equation (3.7.7 ) when n = -2, -1 is found
equivalent to (i) , (ii) below respectively:
v(O) _ -(-1)
a,ii - lai,i
\/,(1) _ V(O) -(-1) + -(-1) + -(0)
O,ii - a; O,i - 'YOO,O ai'YiO 'YOi,i
V(1) __ V(O) _ -(-1) -(-1) .-(-1) -(0)





,;y(-:-~) E 5 and is homogeneous of order -2. Hence by Lemma 4(a), there is a solution
I Crt,1
to (i) in 5' for V~O). Furthermore V;~) contains no log terms and is a homogeneous
function in 5 of order -1. Thus all terms on the right hand sides of (ii)(a), (ii)(b)
are homogeneous functions in 5 of order -1. By Lemma 4(b) there exist solutions
VO(l) , V~l) in 5'.
Equation (3.7.7) is satisfied with Vcr = V~O) +vy).
Lemma 6: Equations (3.7.8) and (3.7.9) are valid.
Proof: Equation (3.7.8) follows immediately from Lemma 2 and equation (3.7.7).
Wcr /3 satisfies the linearized vacuum E.F.E. Hence by (3.7.2)
The first two terms on the right hand side are of order ~ -1 by equation (3.7.8).
Hence gcr/3W{O;cr/3 is of order ~ -1.
F (3 7 1) cr/3 - cr/3 1 /-LT ( cr/3 ) Th' h cr/3 - .rom ." ,g. WdJ;cr/3 = 9 WfO ;cr/3 - 2gfOg 9 W/-LT;cr/3· IS sows 9 WfO ;cr/3 IS
of order ~ -1.
3.8 Comments on the InfeldjSchild theorem
It is surprising that the InfeldjSchild theorem should be widely regarded as proving
the geodesic law while it is quite quite clear that the theorem only proves the geodesic
law for test particles having Icr/3 of order: and also satisfying other conditions. So
in fact the InfeldjSchild theorem merely shifts the problem to another problem of
showing that the : condition holds. Infeld and Schild themselves make no comment
on the: condition and give no reason why it should hold. They stress the point that
their theorem only uses the vacuum field equations and is independent of the nature
of the stress-energy tensor of the matter. I believe this latter claim is a misconception.
The fact that the: condition is required to hold may place restrictions on the nature
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of Ta(3 inside the test body and it is not known what these restrictions are. In
Nevin (1995) it was shown that the approximate post-Newtonian metric of DSX
(1991) satisfies the ~ condition in the weaker original sense of Infeld/Schild (1949).
This result, although suggestive, is not conclusive because the conditions required
for the I/S theorem were not all shown to hold and furthermore no mathematical
relationship has been shown to exist between /a(3 for the approximate metric and
/a(3 for the true metric. Indeed, results obtained in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis
suggest strongly that the geodesic law is invalid for certain Ta/3 in the regime of weak
fields with slow motion.
Several authors (e.g. DSX (1991)) have pointed out that derivations of equations
of motion may be classified roughly into three types. The first type (to which In-
feld/Schild (1949) belongs) makes assumptions about the nature of the field outside
of the body, the second type (e.g. The example of section 1.2 and the approach of
chapters 4,5) makes assumptions about the nature of the field inside the body and
the third type is the method of matched asymptotic expansions which attempts to
combine two fields. such as a background field and a Schwarzschild field to produce
the total field of a "Schwarzschild black hole" moving in a background field. It seems
likely that the ~ condition in l/S was inspired by the Schwarzschild test particle on
a flat background, so in a certain sense it is rel~ted to the third type above.
One of the best known papers of the third type is D'Eath (1975). D'Eath makes
an asymptotic expansion of the metric in powers of a parameter M. The zero-th
order approximation represents the background field. It does not seem possible to
make everything precise in the method of asymptotic expansions. Quoting from the
introduction to D'Eath (1975) "A rigorous treatment of the problem is far beyond the
scope of this work, and we merely suppose that the true and background universes are
sufficiently well behaved in the large that our local considerations are valid." D'Eath
shows that the zero-th order world line fa is a geodesic in the background metric.
I believe that the mechanism which is producing this geodesic result is essentially
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that of InfeldjSchild. The ~ condition enters because the lowest order part of the
internal metric in D'Eath (1975) is the Kerr solution which satisfies the ~ condition
(see D'Eath p. 1389). Kates (1980) claims to generalize the work of D'Eath and also
obtains a geodesic result by similar methods.
Another paper containing a geodesic result is Hogan and Robinson (1986). The
mechanism here appears to be the ~ condition again. It enters in equation (5) p. 457
(without justification).
Any test particle satisfying the hypotheses of the InfeldjSchild theorem must
have Icxf3 of order -1 in 5 and Icxf3 must satisfy the linearized E.F.E. It is therefore
of interest to know whether there are solutions of the linearized .E.F.E. of this type
for a test particle on an arbitrary timelike geodesic. This question is considered in
section 3.9.
3.9 Initial terms in a solution of the linearized
equations
The InfeldjSchild theory raises the obvious problem of whether there exist test par-
ticles of the assumed type on arbitrary geodesics. One would like to prove that there
exists a test particle, for which Icxf3 exists and has order ~, on an arbitrary timelike
geodesic of an arbitrary background field. To this end it will be necessary (but not
sufficient) to solve equation (3.7.2) in all orders 2:: -3 when C is a geodesic. For
orders -3, -2 the equations to be solved involve only 1~{;1) and I~~ and are indepen-
dent of the background. Thus they may be satisfied with,~{;l) = diag ~, I~~ = 0 as
in Schwarzschild. The curvature of the background enters for the first time at order
-1 and an expression for 9~~ in proper coordinates on C is required. Manasse and
Misner (1963) derived the following expressions for 9~~:
900
90j
1 R(O) f m d- - - Ofom X X + or er 2:: 3
-4 R(0) f m3'" Ofjm X X + order 2:: 3
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1 (0) e m d > 3g.. = ~ .. - - Re' x x + or erl] l] 3 l]m -
where R(O) = R(°{3) r(t) = Riemann tensor of ga{3 evaluated on Cat (ct,O,O,O).
a{3-yO a -yfJ
. Inverting the matrix ga{3 one finds
_ -1 + m~~mxexm + order ~ 3
_i R(O) xexm + order > 3
- 3.LLQlJm -
r 1 (0) e m cl > 3
U;)· + - Re· x x + or er .'. 3 l)m -
Also, order f~v ~ 1 and (fgo)(1) = 0, (fgJ(1) = (f&0)(1) = R~~OiXm,
(f9.)(1) = a (R(O~ _ R(~~ ) x m (fi .)(1) = a (R(O) _ R(O) +2R(0) .. ) x ml) 3.L "O)lm .L "0'] m , 0) 3 O,)m .L "0),m Om),
(fi. )(1) = 1 (R(O) + R~O) .) xm]k 3 l]mk lkm] •
If l~~1), l~~ are as in Schwarzschild, one finds 'Y~~1) =~, 'Y~~1) ~ 0 otherwise
and 'Y~~ = O.
One must now attempt to find 'Y~~ so that
and
(
a{3- )(n) _ _
9 lw;{3 - 0 for n - -2, -1,0 (3.9.1)
(3.9.2)[ga{3 b(o;a{3 + 2Rwo I-'llL(3)f
n
) = 0 for n = -3. - 2. - 1, ...
Any solution of (3.9.1) and (3.9.2) will satisfy (3.7.2) in orders -3, -2,-1.
The following Lemma shows that equation (3.9.2) can be written with 'Ya{3 in place
of la{3.




for orders ~ 1 from (3.9.3).
In vacuum, 90"T RO"ClT 1.£ = °hence the second term above IS zero. Substituting
'Y1.£{3 = 'Y1.£{3- !91.£{390"T'YO"T in the first term and using Rfl.£61.£ - 0, one finds the re-
quired result.
Consider equation (3.9.3). When n = -3, equation (3.9.3) becomes \72i'~~1) = 0
which is satisfied and when n = -2, it becomes \72'Y~~ = 0 which is satisfied. When
n = -1 equation (3.9.3) gives the following Poisson equation for 'Y~~:
,,2-(1) = _(fi )(1);;)-1) + (fO )(I),;y(-I) + (fO.)(~),;y(-I) + 2(fO.)(I),;y(-I)
v If6 00 If6,1 fl ,1 106 61,1 IfO ft 106,1.
+2(fO )(1)-(-1) + (fj )(1)-(-1) ~R(O) 1 R(O) f m-(-I)
6i Ifo,i ii If6,j - r f060 - 3" ifjm X X If6,ij'
A solution to this equation is found to be
4 1) = -4r R(O)
Inm .L'ilnOm
and all solutions which are homogeneous of order one are obtained by adding linear
functions to this.
The values for i'~1, n = -1,0,1 which are given above have been shown to satisfy
equation (3.9.3). It may now be verified that they C!-lso satisfy equation (3.9.1).








_ ~ R(~O)' xixj
3.L'ill) r'
"'0(1) = _± R(O) . xixj




Note that the fairly lengthy verification of the various results stated above requires
frequent use of the symmetries of the Riemann tensor· and the fact that ga{3 is a
vacuum metric so that the Ricci tensor is zero. It is clear that better methods are




Post N ewtonian Theory
4.1 Introduction
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It is thus clear that the passage from the general equation of motion to equation
7.17 without explanation is unjustified unless the mass of the monopole is at least
of order unity. The latter condition is equivalent to requiring that the mass of the
monopole be comparable with the masses of the other bodies of the system. It is
interesting to note that this condition has often been required in previous work on
the EIH equations (see for example Havas (1986) ) but it is not mentioned in DSX.
The main purpose of this chapter is to derive an equation analogous to 7.17 of
DSX, which will apply to any body (not necessarily having monopole structure)
provided it is sufficiently small. The derivation will use the potentials as defined in
Blanchet and Damour (1989) and DSX (1991) and some of the preliminary results
of these papers. Those results which are used will be justified as far as possible. The
main theory of DSX and their equations of motion will not be used because it is a
formidable task to supply the missing proofs for all of this material and to structure
the error term in the equation of motion in such a way that one might show that it
remains of order c-4 after division by the mass of the test hody. Even if all this were
achieved the result would be extremely lengthy and cumbersome. The object here is
to produce a simpler exposition which is reasonably self contained and in which the
origin of the geodesic law for test particles is more apparent.
4.2 The Newtonian problem and a system of units
For simplicity a two-body system has been assumed throughout this and subsequent
sections. Initially no restricions are placed on the two bodies but in the test particle
case body B will be regarded as the body creating the background field while body
A will be the test body. In the following Me, Le denote the mass and radius
respectively of any body C.
In Newtoni~lll mechanics, assuming conservation of mass and the inverse square
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law of gravitation, one has:
(4.2.1)
h (t 1 X2 X3 ) J3 X = dx 1dx2dx3were x = c, x ,., ,a-
MA = l d3 x p(x) = mass of body A (at time t) ,
A = A(t) is the region of R3 occupied by body A at time t,
WB(X) = G ( d3 x' Ip(x') I = gravitational potent'ial of body B,
lB x - x'
and represents the Newtonian centre of mass of body A at time t.
All quantities are measured in a Newtonian "inertial frame" where the centre of
mass of the two body system is stationary. In equation (4.2.1) the right hand side
represents the total gravitational force on A due to B. The total gravitational force
on A due to A is zero. This is a general result for a body with internal forces acting
in equal and opposite pairs. It may also be proved directly that
j 3 aWAd x p(x)-a. (x) = 0A Xl (4.2.2)
where WA is the gravitational potential of body A defined in a similar way to WB.
Since p > 0 on A, a mean value theorem for integrals (Apostol (1957)) gives that
j 3 aWB j 3 aWB aWBd xp(x) -a. (x) = ( d xp(X))-a. (et,~(t)) = MA-a. (ct,~(t))
A Xl A Xl. Xl
where ~(t) E A(t). Hence from equation (4.2.1) on dividing by MA,
(4.2.3)
where 1](t) is on the join of ~(t), z(t). From equation (4.2.3),
(4.2.4)
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where LA is the radius of A and K is a bound for ::J~~' (et, 1J(t)) which is independent
of LA, depending only on B and the minimum distance from B to A.
Equation (4.2.4) shows how the motion of a small body of arbitrary shape and
and composition approximates the motion of a Newtonian "particle" situated at z(t)
which has acceleration equal to the gradient of WB. For an extended body the motion
of the centre of mass usually deviates from this path and satisfies an equation of the
form
(4.2.5)
where njk is the quadrupole moment of A about its centre of mass and terms con-
taining higher moments have been omitted. Equation (4.2.5) may be derived from
(4.2.1) by expanding aa:~(x) in (4.2.1) as a power series about (et,z(t)).
There is a special case where the extended body centre of mass has acceleration
equal to the gradient of WB. This is the case of a rigid sphere of uniform density which
may be called a monopole since the quadrupole moment and all higher moments in
equation (4.2.5) are zero. Alternatively, since WB and aa:~ are harmonic inside A, one
may derive this result directly from equation (4.2.1) using the mean value theorem
for harmonic functions (see Fritz John (1986) page 99). Hence one finds in this case
(4.2.6)
The post-Newtonian theory of DSX bears a close relationship to the Newtonian
Theory presented above. Blanchet/Damour (BD) potentials WA and WB will be
defined in section 4.3. Equation 7.17 of DSX (1991),is analogous to equation (4.2.6)
although it contains additional terms which are of order c-2 and an error term of
order e-4 •
The global reference frame of DSX, described in section 4.3, approximates a New-
tonian inertial frame with origin at the centre of mass of the system in the sense
that the motion of the bodies in this frame is approximately Newtonian. The sys-
tem of units used will be characteristic units based on B such that G = 1, MB =
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1, LB = 1. In this system of units the dimensionless quantity IB = ~Af; = ;2 so that
0(c-4 ) = 0(1) (See Damour (1987, p 153). For the sun IB f"V 2.10-6 , for the earth
IB f"V 7.10- 10 • All quantities including c acquire numerical values in this system of
units. DSX on the other hand are not clear as to the meaning of "order c-4 " in their
papers. I have failed to find any definition of a system of units in DSX. The first
occasion on which any meaning is attributed to "order c-4 " is in the last paper of
the series DSX (1994) p 623, in connection with satellite motion where it appears
that in equation 7.17 of DSX (1991), "order c-4 " may mean" order d- 2c-4 " in the
terminology adopted in this thesis.
In the sequel, following DSX, O( i) means O(c-i ) ; ua {3 = O(a, b, d) means uOo =
O(a), U Oi = O(b), uij = O(d) ; ua = O(p, q) means U O = O(p), ui = O(q). Also
4.3 The Blanchet/Damour potentials
The reference frame is chosen to satisfy various conditions. It approximates a New-
tonian inertial frame in the sense described in section 4.2 and is post Newtonian so
that the following PN assumptions hold
900 = -1 + 0(2), 90i = 0(3); 9ij = Oij + 0(2) (4.3.1)
(4.3.2)
where 9a{3 is the metric tensor and r a {3 is the stress-energy tensor of the two body
system. Furthermore, following the theory of DSX (1991), one may also impose the
conditions that the reference frame be both spatially isotropic (equation 4.3.3) and
harmonic (equation 4.3.4) at the 1PN level of approximation.
0"





A reference frame with all these properties is selected and is used throughout this
chapter. In DSX it is called a global harmonic reference frame. All quantities are
calculated in this frame using the system of units defined in section 4.2.
The BD potentials w'\ W A, wB and related functions gOt{3, 9Ot{3 are defined in
terms of TOt{3 as follows where x = (et,.f.):
Ot( ) _ Gfd3 , (TOt(et -Ix - x'I,.f.') w = WO
W x - x I 'I 'x-x
WA ,wB are obtained by putting (TOt = 0
outside of the world tubes of A,B respectively.
-2w -4wi 2w
goo = - exp(-2-)' gOi =~' gij = Oij exp(-2 )
c c- C
_ -2WB _ -4w~ _ 2WB
900 = - exp( 2 ), 90i = c3 ,9ij = Oij exp(-2-)
c c
(4.3.5)
It follows immediately from the above definitions that wOt = wA +wB and wOt satisfies
the following non-homogeneous wave equation:
(4.3.6)
The functions gOt{3 define a metric which will be called the "BD approximate metric" .
An analytical one body example in which 9Ot{3 and 9Ot{3 are calculated explicitly in a
reference frame satisfying equations (4.3.1) to (4.3.4) is given in the appendix to this
section. It is seen in this example how closely gOt{3 ,and its derivatives approximate
9Ot{3 and its derivatives. A relationship in general between these two metrics is given
by equation (4.3.17) below.
The functions 9Ot{3 define a metric which is called the "BD background metric".
It must be distinguished from the "background metric" as used in a test particle
situation in chapters 2 and 3. It depends only on the stress-energy inside B but this
depends on A so the BD background is not known a priori.
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The field equations are taken in the following form:
(4.3.7)
The first step in relating 9a{3 to ga{3 is to show that with appropriate assumptions,
equation (4.3.7) with (0, (3) = (0,0), (0, i) respectively is equivalent to the following
pair of equations:
81rG





ogOi = ---;;;-0" +O(5)
These are equations 2.3a,b of BD (1989). Since a derivation of (4.3.8 ) and (4.3.9)
is not shown in BD (1989) or in DSX, it will be given here. The field equations
involve second derivatives of ga{3 hence it is found necessary to make assumptions
about the first and second derivatives of equations (4.3.1) and (4.3.3) and the first
derivative of equation (4.3.4). In fact one needs to assume that the error terms of
various orders remain of these same orders after differentiation. These conditions
are not mentionedjn BD or DSX. They may be verified in the case of the analytical
example given in the appendix.
The following definition is introduced for convenience.
Definition: A quantity of O(n) will be said, to be 8(1) or 8(2) if its first or first
and second partial derivatives respectively with respect to xi, tare O(n).
Theorem: If the error terms appearing in equations (4.3.1), (4.3.3) are 8(2) and
the error terms in (4.3.4) are 8( 1) then equations (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) are valid.
Proof: For notational convenience in this proof quantities W a are defined by
-2W -4Wi
~ = In( -goo) , c3 = gOi
(This notation. is used only in the present proof. It conflicts with the notation of
DSX where wa has a different meaning. ) From (4.3.3)
2W




From (4.3.1) and the last equation,
-2W 1 -4Wi 1
~ '" c2 ' c3 '" c3 (4.3.11)
Hence Iwol < 1. Since the errors in (4.3.1) are 0(2), all first and second partials
of 900 are 0(2) and all first and second partials of 90i are 0(3). By differentiating
(4.3.10) one finds that all first and second partials of WO with respect to xi, t have
absolute value of the order of unity (or less). Using these bounds on Wo and its
partials and the fact that the error in equation (4.3.10) is 0(-2) one may calculate the













1 aW 4 iaW
---+-W-. +0(7)
c3 at c5 aX1
1 aW 4 aW 4aWi--- +-W- - -- +0(6)
c2 axi c4 axi c4 at
laW---. + 0(6)
C2 aX1
I aW 2 awi 2 awj
6ij c3 at - c3 axj + c3 axi +0(5)
6.. I aW 2 aWi 2 aWj
J) c3 at + c3 axj + c3 axi + 0(5)
laW laW laW







I 2 3 a2W 4 a2W i
--\7 W - -- - --+0(6)
c2 c4 at2 c4 -ataxi
2 2 i 2 02wj 2 02W









with a 0(1) error. Consequently
~(OW O~i) = 0(2) ~(OW + OW
i
) = 0(2)
'ot at + oXl ' oXJ ot oxl
When (4.3.12) is substituted into [{J0 and [{Ji one finds
1 .2·
ROO = --OW +0(6), ~l = - _'I OWl + 0(5)
c2 (..~
After calculating T = gcx{3 Tcx{3 the corresponding field equations are
1 47l"G 2 i 87l"G i
--OW = -a + 0(6), - _'IOW = -:::.::la + 0(5),
c2 c2 c;- c;-
(4.3.12)
which are clearly equivalent to (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) respectively. This completes the
proof.
Using (4.3.6), equations (4.3.8) and (4.3.9) may be written in the following form:
-2w
o In( -goo) = 0(-2) + 0(6)
c
-4w i
0goi = O(~) +0(5)
(4.3.13)
(4.3.14)
The next step in relating 9cx{3 to gcx{3 is to pass from (4.3.13), (4.3.14) to the following
two equations:
-2w'
In( -goo) = (-2) +0(6)
c
-4wi
- gOi = (~) +0(5)
(4.3.15)
(4.3.16)
This step is equivalent (apart from the complication ,of the unspecified residual terms)
to selecting a particular solution to the differential equations (4.3.13), (4.3.14). The
validity of this step was assumed in BD (1989) with references to previous work. It
will also be assumed here but may be demonstrated explicitly in the example below
which is a static case with no radiation. In BD (1989) it was shown that a matching
procedure between a near zone metric given by (4.3.15), (4.3.16), (4.3.3) and a wave
zone metric results in a radiation formula which agrees with the classical quadrupole
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formula at the lowest order. (Note that in DSX half advanced/half retarded solutions
are used in place of the retarded solutions (4.3.15), (4.3:16) of BD (1989).)
The final step is to use (4.3.15), (4.3.16), (4.3.3) and the definition of gex{3 in terms
of wex to find
gex{3 = gex{3 +0(6,5,4)
Equation (4.3.17) is equation 2.10 of BD (1989).
(4.3.17)
There are no known analytical solutions of the Einstein equations representing
two bodies in vacuum on which to test the various assumptions listed above but they
may be tested to a limited extent on a one body exact solution with a Schwarzschild
exterior as in the analytical example given in the appendix to this section. Since
the one body field in this example is the limit of a two-body field with a second test
body tending to zero, it is essential that the assumptions should pass this test.
Appendix to section 4.3
Consider the example of a body with a Schwarzschild exterior and a uniform den-
sity interior as given in Misner, Thorne, Wheeler (1973) page 609 in Schwarzschild
coordinates t, r, (), <p. [To convert from MTW to the present notation: In the metric
replace dt, rn, M by dxo, ~~, ~~ respectively. Multiply all components of Tex{3 by c2 .]
The reference frame must first be changed to a PN reference frame XC' in which
(4.3.1) to (4.3.4) hold. The internal metric has the form
where
~ 3( )!. l( (r)2)!'e = 2" 1 - 2'}' 2 - 2 1 - 2'}' R 2 ,
GM 4rr 3 4rr
'}' = c2R' rn = 3 Por , M = 3Po~
This matches the exterior Schwarzschild metric in standard form at the boundary
r=R.
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One may attempt a transformation of the form
xo = XO, xl = r sin () cos Ij), x2= r sin () sin Ij), x3 = r cos ()
where r = f(,). The transformed metric now takes the form
(4.3.18)
Since I = c-2 and ~ ~ 1, it is necessary from (4.3.3) considering the off-diagonal
terms, to have
(4.3.19)
In order to satisfy (4.3.3) it is necessary to have
(4.3.20)
From (4.3.18) and (4.3.19) it follows that
(4.3.21)
On equating (4.3.20) and (4.3.21) one obtains an equation relating, and r from
which it is found that a suitable transformation for the internal region is
3, ,3
r = r - ,(- - -) for, < R
2 2R2
A suitable transformation for the external region is found to be
r = , - I R for, > R
and the transformed metrics match on the boundary, = R. In the new co-ordinates
one finds on the interior (, < R), letting u = fl and writing go{3 for 9o{3:
(




where xi = !;;ri. To:l3 may also be found in the new coordinates and hence wO: and
r
go:l3 may be calculated. The results after a lengthy calculation are as follows:
2w 2 15 3 2 1 4 2 0 3
- = (3 - u h +(- - -u - -u h + (,)
c2 4 2 4 '
wt = 0
23 2 63 4 11 6 3 4
goo = goo +(2 -12u + 10 u - TU h + Ob )
gOi = gOi
27 9 2 3 4 xix j 2 33 9 2 1 4) 2 3
g .. = g-" + (0"(- - -u + -u ) +-(-3 +4u ) - - - -u - -u --v + O(--v )tJ tJ tJ 4 2 4 R2 4 2 4 I I
On the exterior (r > R) one finds, letting U = ~ :
goo = -1 +2U,
gOi = 0
2 xtxJ 4 2 3
gij = Oij + (2Uo jj h + (3U Oij + R2 U h + Ob )
2~ = 2U, + 2U2,2 +O(3 ) ,wi = 0
c
- ( 78 U 3) 3 O( 4goo = goo + 35 + 2U , + ,)
gOi = gOi
i j
_ ( 2r X X 4) 2 (3)
gij = gij + - U Oij + R2 U , +°,
In the above go:{3 and gaj3 have been expanded in powers of , as far as the leading
parts of the error terms in (4.3.17).
The above example may be used to model the field of B alone or the field of
A alone. The error terms are given in terms of u, U, and,. The leading terms
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suffice when I < 10-6 as in the solar system. Derivatives with respect to xi may be
calculated using
8u2 2u
1-1<-8x i - R'
au U2
1-1<-8xi - R
For the field of B alone, using the units defined in section 4.2, R = 1 and I = IB = c\'
For the field of A alone, in the same system of units, the derivatives of u 2 and U
are unbounded as R = LA ---+ 0 but this is compensated by the fact that lA ---+ O.
M . l' 41rGPAL~ hore preCIse y, sInce lA = 3c2 one as
It will be assumed that E...d.. rv 1.
PE
All the assumptions of section (4.3) may be shown valid for A and B separately
in this model.
4.4 Geodesic Acceleration
The standard form for the geodesic equation with respect to a field gex{3 is
(4.4.1)
Since d:; is a unit vector, only three of the four components of (4.4.1) are independent
and (4.4.1) may be written in a more convenient form as:
(4.4.2)
For future convenience equation (4.4.2) may be written as
(4.4.3)
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where the quantity on the right hand side is defined by
with r31' evaluated on ZO(t), and will be called "the geodesic acceleration on the
curve ZO (t) for the field 9o{3 (x)" .
In previous sections all equations applied to the entire region containing the two
bodies but in dealing with geodesic acceleration on a curve within body A one need
only calculate Christoffel symbols inside A and consequently the distance d from
A to B enters the calculations. Christoffel symbols for the fields gO{3 and go{3 are
expressible in terms of WO and wB respectively and their first derivatives inside A.
These rather complicated expressions may be truncated as in the theorem of section
4.3, with terms which are negligible at 1PN order assigned to an error term whose
order of magnitude may be given in powers of c, d provided one has estimates for
wB and wAand their first derivatives inside A. For a test body in Earth orbit about
the sun, d '" 102 , C '" 103 while for the satellite LAGEOS orbiting the Earth,
d '" 2 , c '" 105 .
The potentials wB are expressible in terms of TOO and T Oi inside B. Let VA, VB
denote approximate speeds of A,B respectively. From Newtonian theory for orbits
wi th small eccentricity and for small LA, Vl '" ~ < 1 and VB << VA. It is assumed
that ~~o '" 1 and that inside B, I~:i I '" VB < VA . These are only rough order of
magnitude estimates. It must be stressed that T°{3 is not assumed to have the ideal
fluid form or any other particular analytic form. Apart from the retardation effect,
WB is like the Newtonian potential of body B having density (J" '" ~~o and wk is like
the Newtonian potential of body B having "density" (J"i = T: i . It is also assumed
that d is fairly large or failing that, B is close to being spherically symmetric. On
the basis of these assumptions one may make the following rough order of magnitude
estimates for wB inside A. These estimates enable one to derive equation 7.17 of
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DSX, which is the geodesic equation for the field 9et{J'
OWB 1





· VA oWBi VA 02Wi VA< B <_
wB < d' ox j d2' oxjoxk d3
In addition the usual PN assumption is made that inside A, time derivatives are
smaller than space derivatives by a factor of the order of VA .
Calculation of the Christoffel symbols for 9et{J inside A is as in the theorem of
section 4.3 except that WB replaces Wand the above estimates are used for the error
instead of taking all quantities to be of the order of unity. The result is that inside
1
A (putting VA rv d- 2):
~o
f;o
_~ OWB i. i OWB d-4.50(7)
- c3 at + c5WB oxi +
1 OWB 4 OWB 4 owk 4





Using these values one may now calculate
(4.4.4)
OWB aw~ awk dz j aWB dz i dz j 4
-4WB axi + (ox i - axj ) dt - 4 axj di dt ) + d- 0(4)
where it is assumed that zet(t) is inside A and d;; rv VA. If (4.4.4) is substituted into
(4.4.3) then (4.4.3) becomes equation 7.17 of DSX (1991).
In order to find a formula corresponding to (4.4.4) for gi(§af3, z'Y) one needs es-
timates for wAand its first derivatives inside A. Here the retardation effect will be
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truly negligible. Lemma 3(a) p.148 of Kellogg (1929) may be used to show that for
the Newtonian potential WA of section 4.2 at a point inside A, IWAI < Pmax21fL~ and
I~:~ I < Pmax41f LA· Thus based on the assumption that inside A ~~o rv 1, I;;~'I rv
VA the following estimates are found:
. 2 8w~ V L 82W~ l/
W~ rv VAL A' 8x j rv A A, 8x j 8x k rv vA
For time derivatives, the same assumptions are made as before. It is seen from these
estimates that if LA < d- 2 , the estimates for wA and its first derivatives are smaller
that the corresponding estimates for wB and its first derivatives. This means that
r3')' bear the same relationship to W CX that r~')' bear to wB when LA < d- 2 . Explicitly,
r-oiD
1 8w 4 i 8w d- 4 .S0()---+-w-.+ 7
Cl 8t cS 8xt
1 8w 4 8w 4 8w i 4---. + -W-. - --+d- 0(6)
c2 8xt c4 8xt c4 8t .
1 8w 4---. + d- 0(6)
c2 8x t
1 8w 2 8w i 2 8w j -3.S
Oij Cl at - Cl 8x j + Cl 8x i +d 0(5)
. 1 8w 2 8w i 2 8w j -3.S
Oij Cl at + Cl 8x j + Cl 8x i +d 0(5)
1 8w 1 8w 1 8w -3
Oij 28 k +Oik-2 -8. - Ojk-2 -8. +d 0(4)c x c Xl C x t
Furthermore, wA and first derivatives tend to zero with LA so that
(4.4.5 )





The calculation of Christoffel symbols inside A for the total metric goj3 presents a
different problem since goj3 is not given by a closed formula in terms of BD potentials.
It is related to go{3 through equations (4.3.17). In the following section an equation of
motion for a point inside A is to be obtained using the conservation equation T;~{3 = 0
inside A. It appears that DSX have calculated the conservation equation using the
Christoffel symbols of go{3 in place of those for goj3 so to justify their equations the
Christoffel symbols for goj3 need to be related to the Christoffel symbols for goj3. The
latter have been expressed in terms of WO and its first derivatives. Equation (4.3.17)
relates go{3 and goj3 but it is also necessary to relate the first derivatives of go{3 , go{3
and to assume an appropriate dependence on d for the error term inside A. Firstly
it is assumed that LA < d- 2 so that ~:; '" ~~g inside A. Then it is assumed further
that the error terms in (4.3.17) are 8( 1) and that the dependence on d of each first
derivative of go{3 is of the same order as the dependence on d of the corresponding
derivative of goj3. In other words it is assumed that:
(4.4.8 )
These or similar assumptions are necessary if one is to derive the equations 5.6
of DSX (1992). Equation (4.4.8) may be verified in the case of the analytical exam-
ple and (4.4.8) also serves to establish the following relationship between geodesic
accelerations with respect to the total field and the BD approximate field.
(4.4.9)
h L d-2 0" •dAd dzO Vw en A < ,Z IS IllSI e an dt '" A .
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The proof of (4.4.9) is quite lengthy and is outlined in the appendix to this sec-
tion where it is also shown that (4.4.9) is the best possible estimate of the difference
between the two geodesic accelerations.
Appendix to section 4.4
(4.4.10)
where ~f3" = f3" - ['3,,·
Applying the ~-operator in the obvious way to other functions, one may write
(4.4.11 )
From equation (4.4.8) one may read off the values of ~(~~'n. Thus ~(~~n =
d-ZO(6) etc. From go:{3g/3" = go:{3 g{3" one finds







rv d-ZO(2) agOj rv d-Z.50(3)
aXl
rv d-Z.50(3) agOj rv d-30(4)axo
Substituting into (4.4.11) one finds the following estimates:
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Substituting these values into (4.4.10) assuming d;t
O
rv VA gives
One may calculate the quantity Igi(goiJ' z") - gi(goiJ' z")1 exactly in the case of the
analytical example at a distance fl = d from the centre of body B. The only terms
f 0(4) ' h . Ari 2 + Ar i dzJ dz ko III t e expreSSIOn are L..). OOC L..). jk "dtdt·
U rv d- 1 , ~~ rv d- 2 so this shows that ~r~o is of the order of d- 20(4) and not
smaller. ~qk is also found to be of the order of d-20(4). On account of the fairly
arbitrary factors d;; , the quantity Igi(goiJ' z") - (Ji(goiJ, z")1 cannot in general be of a
lesser order than d- 20(4). This shows that (4.4.9) gives the best possible estimate.
4.5 An equation of motion at the IPN level
An equation of motion is to be obtained using the conservation equation T;~iJ = 0
inside A. (It should be pointed out that another approach to the equation of motion
which does not use the BD potentials is given in chapter 5.)
(4.5.1)
By definition r3" = f'3" +~r3" where f'3" may be replaced by the formulae in section
4.4 and ~r3" may be replaced by the estimates in the appendix to section 4.4 when
LA < d- 2 . Substituting these replacements into (4.5.1), the conservation equation
at an event inside A when LA < d- 2 is expressed in the following form:
a TOO aaa







with ° '" d- 2 .50(4), (Ji '" d- 20(4).
It follows from (4.5.2) that 0, {Ji have support A U B.
zQ (t) is defined by
(4.5.3 )
The procedure is to differentiate (4.5.3) twice with respect to t replacing tt (~~o )
and a~i wherever they occur from (4.5.2). The following lemmas will be required.
Lemma 1: If f (x) is zero on the boundary of A then
Lemma 2: If <jYa is zero on the boundary of A then
Lemma 2 is a special case of Lemma 4.13 of DSX (1992). Since the latter is not
proved in DSX, a proof is outlined here. Consider the term in the integrand with
a = 1. Let this be converted to a repeated integral and integrated by parts:
where Pi, P2 are on the boundary of A at time t. Thus
From this the result follows.
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Some further estimates will be required. Field quantities such as TO:{3, a, fJi
are zero ou·tside of A. For such a quantity f there is the usual PN assumption that
I%f II"V VA Igrad f I· It will also be assumed that
(4.5.4)
This estimate is discussed further in the appendix to this section. It amounts to
requiring that f does not fluctuate too wildly on A.
A quantity PA is defined by the equation fA d3 x ~~o = (volume A)PA . For an ideal
fluid it corresponds at Newtonian level with the Newtonian average density of A. It
is assumed that even in other cases it does not differ much from Newtonian density
and as stated earlier, PA I"V PB I"V ~. Thus for any f,
fA d3xf averagef on A IfI
....;:..:.:-~ = <I"V 4
f d3 TOO maxA x7 PA
(4.5.5)
A quantity of O(4) will be interpreted somewhat leniently in the following as meaning
a quantity of magnitude less than about lOc-4 .
The first differentiation of (4.5.3) yields
f 3 dz
i TOO(x) f 3 .. aaa
dXd 2 - dx(x'-Z'(i))(--a +F+a)=O
Ate A x a
Substituting from Lemma 2 into (4.5.6) and differentiating results in
(4.5.6)
Equation (4.5.7) is now divided by fA d3 x T
O
: 2(x). From (4.5.5), the term involving a
is d-30(4) and the term involving fJi is d- 20(4). From (4.5.4) the term involving ~~
is d-3 0(4). Equation (4.5.7) now becomes
(4.5.8)
Equation (4.5.8) has been derived without assumptions as to the size of A apart
from the condition LA < d-2 which is satisfied in most applications. (In the case of
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a body in orbit about the sun at the same distance as the Earth this condition is
equivalent to LA <rv 70km)
Section 4.8 will return to equation (4.5.8) in order to make some estimates of devi-
ation from geodesic motion in terms of the size of the test body while the remainder
of this section will be devoted to the simpler problem of expressing (4.5.8) in a form
which is valid for LA sufficiently small, and which may be regarded as a limiting form
of (4.5.8) as LA -+ O.
From (4.5.2) one finds
of 1 O(7a ow 1 OTbb OW 1 02W
- = --(--+F+a)-- ---- -(7-ot c2 oxa ot c4 ot ot c2 ot2
a:; in (4.5.8) is to be replaced by (4.5.9). The terms in (4.5.9) involving F,
(4.5.9)
are all bounded and will tend to zero with LA when multiplied by (xi - zi(t)). Hence'
they may be omitted for LA sufficiently small. Consider the following term in (4.5.8):
4V1ITkklmax
d2c4
using (4.5.4) and (4.5.5), this term is d-3 0(4).
Now consider the following term in (4.5.8):
(4.5.10)
In this term ~7 may be expanded:
above may be dropped for LA sufficiently small. Then using Lemma 2, (4.5.10)
becomes for LA sufficiently small:
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The following symbols are defined for convenience:
The term (4.5.10) of (4.5.8) then has the form - c; ~~(et, z(t))Mi. In the remaining
terms of (4.5.8), F, Gi are replaced by the expressions in (4.5.2) and wC>, ~:; are
replaced by their values at (et, z( t)) and removed from under the integral sign by the
method used for (4.5.10). Furthermore, on account of (4.4.5) wC> may be replaced
throughout by wB for LA sufficiently small. Equation (4.5.8) then takes the form
d?zi = aWB + .!-(MbbaWB +2dzi aWB _ 5MiaWB +4awk
dt 2 ox' c2 Ox' dt at at at
(4.5.11)
awe.
for LA sufficiently small, where wB and ~ are evaluated at (et, z(t)).
The right hand side of equation (4.5.11) is to be compared with the geodesic ac-
celeration for the BD background field given in (4.4.3). It is immediately seen that
these expressions would agree if Mi were replaced by d;t' and Mij were replaced by
d;ti d;:. It will be shown in section 4.7 that this substitution can be justified in the
case of an ideal fluid. On the other hand, if the expressions for the acceleration in
(4.5.11) and (4.4.3) differ by more than d- 20(4) for arbitrarily small LA, then it is
shown in section (4.6) that the geodesic law will be violated.
Appendix to section 4.5
The estimate (4.5.4) is based on the usual PN assumption that for a field quantity
I, 1*1 '" VAlgrad 11 inside A, together with a requirement that 1 does not have a
large variation on A. The justification is as follows:
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< I</>Imax Ld3 xI ~~ I
'" I</>ImaxVA Ld3 xlgrad I1
The next (final) step is to say that fA d3xlgrad I1 '" IJlma3:(~~ume A). This step can
be justified if 1 does not fluctuate too much on A. The situation may be illustrated
in a I-D example where A is the interval [a,b], 1 is zero on the boundary of A and
has successive max/min at Xl < X2 < ... < x n . Then
If n = 1 so that 1 is unimodal,
l b 1!,(x)ldx = 2111max = Ill:ax (length A)
If 1 has small variations about a unimodal form, this estimate is not much changed
but if 1 has n large swings between say Illmax and -lllmax, the estimate must be
multiplied by n. This result may immediately be extended-by integration to the 3-D
case where A is a cube and it may be extended to other cases where A is convex
and similar to a cube without much change. In the applications 1 was either 0' or
T kk and there is no apparent reason why 1 should fluctuate excessively on A. One
should also bear in mind that the estimate I fA d3x</>%f1 '" I</>ImaxVA fA d3 xlgrad I1
was obtained above through a number of crude inequalities and may be much too
large so that (4.5.4) could be satisfied even with considerable fluctuations in f.
4.6 Test particles and non-geodesic motion
Consider the theory of section 4.5 in the context of a test particle. All functions in
section 4.5 are indexed by m where m goes to zero with LA and this index is now
made explicit. Thus for each m there are functions 9o{3(x; m), T°{3(x; m), WO(x; m),
wB(x;m), wA:(x;m), 9o{3(x;m), gO{3(x;m), z~(t), Mi(t;m), Mij(t;m). We also
write Lm = LA.
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Functions which are not indexed by m are the background field and associated
functions. To avoid conflict with the notation of section 4.5 these will be indexed by
(b). Thus g(bf3)(x) = limgerf3(x;m) and T(~)f3(x) is obtained from g~bJ(x) by the fielder m-tO
equations. The functions W(b)(X), g~bJ(x) are defined in the obvious way in terms
of T(~f(x) as in section 4.3. The curve C defined in chapter 2 will be denoted by





as m -+ O.
For convenience, the expression in WB and d:t
i
which occurs in equation (4.4.3) is
abbreviated to Fi(WB; zJ.L) so in this notation equation (4.4.3) becomes
(4.6.1)
It is apparent that as m -+ 0, the influence of Am on the position of Bm and on
the stress-energy tensor inside Bm must go to zero so that so that when x is inside or
near B, Ter f3 (x; m) and its derivatives with respect to xer tend respectively to T(~f(x)
and its derivatives with respect to x er . (The same is not true on the curve C since
inside Am' TOO(x; m) '" c; while T(~) = 0.) Consequently at all points, wB(x; m) and
its derivatives tend respectively to w(b) (x) and its derivatives as m -+ O. Taking the
limit of (4.6.1) as m -+ 0 gives:
(4.6.2)
Equation (4.5.11) may be rearranged and written as:
d2 zi . . 1 aWB dzk dzk aw d i
dt:; = F'(w'B(m); z:n) + c2 [ axi (Mkk(t; m) - d~ d~) - 5 at
B
(Mi(t; m) - ;~)
(4.6.3)
aw~ awi . dzi owB .. dzi dzi
(oxi - ox~)(MJ(t;m) - d;) - 4 oxi (M'J(t;m) - d; d;)] +d-
20(4)
~ L ffi' I 8wCl 8wCl •lor A su Clent y small, where 7ij = 7ij((ct,z::n(t));m).
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Let the terms with square brackets in (4.6.3) be called
(4.6.4)
(8w~ _ 8wk)(Mi(t'm)_ dZ!n)_48wB(Mii(t;m)_ dZ~dz!n)l
8x~ 8xJ . ' dt 8xJ dt dt
Using (4.6.2) and (4.4.6) and letting m tend to zero in (4.6.3) one obtains for m
sufficiently small:
(4.6.5 )
If Qi is a fair amount greater than d- 2 O(4) for all sufficiently small m, then it
follows from (4.6.5) that d;S =I- gi(g~bJ; (V) and C is not a geodesic of the background
field.
There is a fundamental difficulty in producing a two-body counter-example to
geodesic motion - there are no known solutions of the field equations to serve as
possible candidates! What will be shown here is that, supposing there exist two-
body solutions for which the stress energy tensor of the test body satisfies certain
constraints (and there seems to be no a priori reason why this should not be the
case) then there do exist two-body counter-examples to geodesic motion.
The example to be constructed is similar to the Newtonian example of Nevin
(1995). The background field is taken to be the exterior Schwarzschild field of the
analytical example with Earth (regarded as isolated) as the central body B so that
I rv 7.10-10 in characteristic units based on the Earth.
Let gcx{J (x; m) define a test particle on the curve C : (et, ((t) ). Since we are
concerned only with m sufficiently small, ~:N((et, zm(t)); m) in Qi may be replaced
Elw Q
by its limit as m tends to zero which is El;;> ((et, ((t))). The potentials w(b) are given
explicitly in the appendix to section 4.3. Substituting these values into Qi it is found
that for m sufficiently small
. 1 ( I"i. dl"k dl"k I"i dl"i dl"i )
Q' = - (--"- + fJ.'e- 2 )(Mkk - -"--"-) +4(-"- + zie- 2 )(M i i _ -"-" )
e2 1(13 dt dt 1(13 dt dt
(4.6.6)
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Suppose the test bodies Am are made of material such that in the Earth's grav-
itational field, the stress-energy tensor inside Am satisfies the following inequality
for all m sufficiently small:
(4.6.7)
For example, (4.6.7) would be true if
c2 T'] ( -2) dz:U dztr, d
TOO --+ 1 + 10 dt dt as m ten s to zero.
Note that (4.6.7) is compatible with post-Newtonian and other restrictions pre-
viously placed on Tcx{3. It may also be possible to satisfy (4.6.7) together with the
requirement that there is a flow field U CX which is an eigenvector of Tcx{3. This is a
condition of Carter and Quintana (1972) for a perfectly elastic body. Thus if func-
tions Tij, TOo, u cx , U cx are given such that (4.6.7) is satisfied and ucxu cx = -1, the
eigenvalue equation Tcx{3u cx = )..u{3 is found to be a set of four linearly independent
equations in T Oi , ).. and may be solved to yield unique corresponding values for
TOi , ).. . It is not known whether this procedure can yield a space-time in the sense
that there exists gcx{3 so that U cx = gcx{3u{3 and the field equations (4.3.7) are satisfied.
From (4.6.7) for m sufficiently small,
where Ivij I < 10-12 . Substituting this in (4.6.6) gives for m sufficiently small:
(4.6.8)
where Iqil < 1 .
Let initial values of (i(t), ~ be as for a circular Newtonian orbit of radius 2 (i.e.





With these values it is seen that initially Q1 > 10-13 for any sufficiently small m
while d- 2 C 4 '" 10-19 , showing that C is not a geodesic of the background field.
Note that the non-geodesic motion shown here is not related to the result of
Papapetrou (1951) who showed (very non-rigorously) that a "spinning" particle does
not move on a geodesic. With the assumptions made here as regards Tcx{3, the
quantity spin/mass defined by Papapetrou would go to zero with m and Papapetrou's
equation would reduce to the geodesic equation in the test particle limit.
The above example shows that any "proof' of the geodesic law which does not
somehow eliminate the possibility of (4.6.7) being true, must be false. In the next
section it will be shown that (4.6.7) does not hold for an ideal fluid. Experiment has
shown that to a high degree of accuracy, small bodies made of different materials
experience the same acceleration in an external gravitational field (the weak equiva-
lence principle). It may be of interest to note that (4.6.7) is actually consistent with
this experimental finding. If two sufficiently small bodies both satisfied (4.6.7), they
would both experience the same (non-geodesic) acceleration gi(g~bJ; (V)+Qi+d-20(4)
where Qi is given by (4.6.8).
Finally, one may estimate in a simple case the effect that an assumption like
(4.6.7) has on the advance of the perihelion. Assume that






with k constant. In the non-geodesic example above one could have k = 1 + 10-2
while k = 1 would give geodesic motion at the post-Newtonian level.
Assuming that LA is small enough so that WB in (4.5.11) may be replaced by W
for the exterior Schwarzschild metric as given in the appendix to section 4.3 in DSX




1 , 1 ( ) -2W=--+ =-+04,,=c
r+, (r+,)2 r
(4.6.10)
(There is a slight conflict of notation here with the notation of the appendix to
section 4.3 where DSX coordinates were denoted by XO and r = r -, denoted radial
DSX distance.)
Equation (4.6.9) now becomes, using (4.6.10),
(4.6.11)
In the geodesic case where k = 1, equation (4.6.11) agrees with equation 3.73 of
Hestenes (1990) with J-l = 1.
The perturbation theory necessary to derive a formula for the secular precession
of the perihelion is developed in Hestenes (1990). For an equation of the form
where t is the perturbing force per unit mass, the following are defined:
v = dK , h = r x v, E = (v x h) - r- dt - - - - - - -
f is the Runge-Lenz vector, If1= E is the eccentricity of the osculating orbit and f
points in the direction of the major axis of the osculating orbit. The rate of precession
of the perihelion is I~~ I and from Hestenes equation 2.15 page 530,
Idfl .- =W Xt:dt - -,
h. x (r. x D 1 2
W = h2 - E2h2 [(f.Q)( (r. x i)·h.) + h f·iJfl (4.6.12)
Secular quantities are time averaged over one orbit. To calculate the secular rate of
precession one needs to find orbital averages of the terms in (4.6.12). Since f and
!l change by a negligible amount over one orbit they are taken as constant in the
orbital averaging procedure. From (4.6.11)
1 ( 2 r. r. (r..Q ))f = - -kv - +4- +4k -12. + 0(4)




r. x f = -(1L. -=-)h.
- C2 r 3
Orbital averages (orbav) may be calculated using tables and other formulae from
Hestenes and the following results are found:
h. x (r. x D _ 0
orbav h2 -
r.v 1
orbav =-=V = --f.
r3 - 2b3 -
2kh2
orbav (.~.1L)((r. x [)-h.) = - c2b3 f.2
-3k+2
orbav L= - c2b3 f
5k - 2
orbav w = c2b3 h.





(For relations between the constants a, b, h, f. on the osculating orbit, see Hestenes.)
When k = 1, (4.6.13) gives the usual geodesic rate of precession. If k = 1 + 10-2
the geodesic precession rate is changed by a factor of 6~1' This would be a change of
less than one second of arc per century for Mercury.
The formula (4.6.13) when k = 1 is derived in Hestenes but note that although
Hestenes has the correct answer he has made two very confusing errors in his deriva-
tion. Firstly his statement on page 559 that "the secular torque vanishes. Therefore
.... its (f's) effect on apse precession is completely determined by its secular average"
is incorrect. The secular torque does vanish but the orbital average of (f.1L)((r. x D.h.)
does not vanish. Its value is given above. This term has been omitted in Hestenes but
the omission is exactly compensated by another error by Hestenes in the calculation
of the orbital average of L
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4.7 The special case of an ideal fluid
In this section the theory of section 4.6 is applied to the case of an ideal fluid and
a 1PN version of the geodesic law is obtained. For an ideal fluid the stress-energy
tensor is given by
Along the path of a fluid particle,
-e2dr2 = gO{3dxodx{3, X O = et, UO = ~d:: and dJti = vi is the fluid 3-velocity.
Assume that there is a bound J{, independent of LA, so that inside A
.. . dz i
Iv'(x) - V'I < LAJ{ where V' = dt
(4.7.1)
(4.7.2)
Vi is the 3-velocity on ZO(t) which was defined in section 4.5. (4.7.2) could only fail
to be true under very peculiar circumstances. For example (4.7.2) would be true if
A were fairly rigid with approximate angular velocity < J{ where J{ can have any
value. (4.7.2) forces vi to approach Vi as LA tends to zero. Substituting (4.3.1) into
-e2dr 2 = gO{3dxodx{3 one finds that ~; = :0 = 1 + 0(2). Let [ be the dimensionless
quantity [ = *. In the analytical example [ rv lA rv ~ in characteristic units
based on B, and one may safely assume that in general,
From (4.7.1)
eTOi .
TOO = v' + [0(2)
e~~~j = viv j + e2[(1 + 0(2)) = viv j + O(LA )




where 1[11, hi < LAJ{I and J{I is independent of LA. Integrating (4.7.5) over A
yields
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TOO ~ 0, hence I fA d3 xt l T OO I < LAK1 fA d3 xToo • Dealing similarly with the second
equation of(4.7.5) and dividing by fA d3 xToO one finds
(4.7.6)
where It31, It41 < LAK1 •
It follows from (4.7.6) that Qi (defined III section 4.6) tends to zero with LA
and hence from (4.6.5), for LA sufficiently small, the acceleration of (a differs from
geodesic acceleration in the background field by an amount less than d- 2 c-4 • This is
a IPN version of the geodesic law for an ideal fluid. In chapter 5 an exact result will
be obtained for an ideal fluid. This is in many respects superior to the IPN result
but in one respect it not superior - it requires an assumption concerning the limit of
the total field as m tends to zero which is not required in the IPN theory. This is
the reason that the IPN result has been included here.
4.8 Ideal fluid test bodies
In this section some estimates of deviation of za from geodesic motion with respect
to the BD and proper background fields are given in terms of the size of the test
body. This is done in an attempt to justify the use of the geodesic law in a practical
situation where the test body is of a definite size and not "arbitrarily small". It is
assumed here that the test body has the ideal fluid form for Ta(3.
Returning to section 4.6, equation (4.5.8) was obtained without assumptions on
the size of LA apart from LA < d- 2 . It is now necessary to estimate various terms
which were previously discarded because they tended to zero with LA. In (4.5.8) ~~
is replaced by (4.5.9). The terms arising from F, a, T kk in 8:; may be absorbed into
the error term since they are of order d- 20(4). Equation (4.5.8) now becomes:
(4.8.1)
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The largest term in (4.8.1) is
f d3 8w f d3 ( 8W 6 + aWl;)A x axaa _ A X 8x' 8x' a
fd3TOO- fd3TOOA x c2 A x c2
The three parts of (4.8.1), namely
terms containing c- 2
will now be treated in turn. Expanding the integrand in the definition of WA,
) f 3' a(x) 18a( ') Ix-x'18
2
a , ')
WA(X = d x (, 1---8 et,;f. + 2 2 8 2 (et ,;f.)x - X' c t c t (4.8.2)
where t' is between t, t - Ix-x'l and a = 0 outside of the world tube of A. Let thec
three integrals arising from the three terms in the integrand of (4.8.2) be denoted by
W~l\X), w~)(x), w~)(x) respectively. Then w~)(x) is the Newtonian potential of
body A with densitya(x), w~)(x)isindependentofx,w~)(x)'"" (vO~~~{~4)(T rv %-.
a (I)





OWB _ OWB j j 82 wB
-8. (x) - ~(et,z(t)) + (x - z (t)) 8 ·8 .(et,z(t))
x' vx' x' xJ
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Hence
f d3 x( aWR)(7 OWB M kk LA L~
A a;~O = --.(et,z(t))(1+-2-)+termofO(d3 2)+termofO(-d4 ) (4.8.4)f d3X- oxt e eA c2
. . TOO
where use has been made of fA d3x(xJ - zJ(t))7 = o.
Terms containing e-2 will now be considered. The term containing ~2t~ is of the
order of !;f. Replacing W by WB in the other terms is found to cause an error of the
order of !;f . The Taylor expansion of aa:~ above shows that replacing aa:? (x) by
aa:~ (et, z(t)) creates an error of the order of d- 3e-2LA. Equation (4.8.1) may thus
be written in the following form, similar to (4.5.11):
(4.8.5)
where wB and ~:i are evaluated at (et, z(t)). Equation (4.8.5) is valid for LA < d- 2
whereas (4.5.11) was only valid for LA sufficiently small. Equation (4.8.5) may be
written in the following form similar to (4.6.3):
(4.8.6)
It will be assumed that A is fairly rigid with appoximate angular velocity nand
that n < 1. (For comparison, the orbital angular velocity of A ""' d-1.5.) Then
Iv i - Vii""' LAn and 1t:31, 1t:41 in (4.7.6) are O(LAn). Hence IQil ""' O(d~~2) and
finally (4.8.6) becomes:
(4.8.7)
For the physical application of equation (4.8.7) two matters should be considered.
Firstly, what would be the effect of using a different point inside A instead of zQ as
defined in (4.5.3)? Consider the effect in Newtonian rigid body mechanics of having
two points both moving slowly relative to the body and separated by a distance
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o< LA. These points would have velocities differing by 0(M2) and accelerations
differing by 0(on2 ) so one might conjecture that with n < 1 the error in (4.8.7)
would change by an amount of order 0 and if 0 < c- 2LA , equation (4.8.7) would be
unchanged. The point ZCX coincides at Newtonian order with the Newtonian centre of
mass of A. Various relativistic definitions of centre of mass such as that of DSX are
expected not be further from ZCX than c-2 LA although this is not proven. I therefore
expect that equation (4.8.7) will be true with ZCX replaced by a relativistic centre of
mass provided 1nl < 1.
Secondly one should attempt to quantify deviation from geodesic motion with
respect to the true background field in the test particle situation because the BD
background field is not known a priori. Let this deviation be defined by
One may use the previously derived estimates:
It remains therefore to estimate
w'B(m) is computed by integrating an expression in TCXfJ(x; m) over B where B is
disturbed by the presence of A, while w(b) is computed by performing a similar
integration in the absence of A. One may only speculate on the difference but con~
sideration of a Newtonian case suggests that .6. may be of the order of d- 2 L"A3 which
is negligible in the examples considered below and that consequently deviation from
geodesic motion in the background field is given by the same formula as deviation
from geodesic motion in the BD background field in these cases.
Consider the case of a fluid body which is the same size as the satellite LAGEOS
(see Soffel (1989), DSX (1994)) orbiting the earth with d '" 2 and LA = 30 cm '"
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~1O-7 in characteristic units based on the earth (regarded as isolated). In these units
0(2) rv 7.10-10 , d- 20(4) rv 10-19 ~ rv 3.10-17 and ~ rv 10-15 • The dominant
error term here in (4.8.7) is the latter which is of Newtonian origin and for LAGEOS,
it is probably a good deal smaller than this estimate on account of symmetry which
has not been taken into account. One may infer from (4.8.7) that the acceleration of
ZCL differs from geodesic acceleration in the BD background (and probably also in the
test particle background) by less than about 10-15 . This represents a fractional cor-
rection to the 0(2) terms of about 10-5 . Bearing in mind the difficulty of separating
out factors like radiation pressure, this shows that the assumption of geodesic motion
for ZCL or the DSX centre of mass is unlikely to lead to any conflict with experimental
measurements. On the other hand it does not fully justify the use of equation 3.2 in
DSX (1994) p. 623 since the uncontrolled error here is much larger than d- 2 0(4).
However it must be pointed out that DSX have not justified this equation at all.
Their equation of motion for the DSX centre of mass of A has not been shown to
apply to a body as small as LAGEOS and even if it were applicable they would still
need to justify the monopole approximation.
Consider the same body orbiting the sun at about the distance of earth-orbit.
In characteristic units based on the sun, 0(2) rv 2.10-6 , d rv 102 , LA rv 4.10- 10 ,
~ rv 10-15 , ~ rv 2.10-27 , d- 20(4) rv 10-16 . The dominant error term here is ft.
c
It represents a fractional correction of about 10-3 to the 0(2) terms. If the body
were ten times larger with a radius of 3 metres, the fractional correction would be of
the order of 10-2 •
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Chapter 5
A general equation of motion
5.1 Introduction
The striking relationship between equations (4.5.11) and (4.4.3) is not fortuitous. In
this chapter the problem is approached from a more general point of view. Here the
Christoffel symbols are carried through the calculation without being replaced by
expressions in terms of potentials. In some respects the theorem of section 5.2 may
be regarded as a generalization of (4.5.11). The assumptions of this chapter are less
restrictive than those of chapter 4 and do not require the use of the special DSX
reference frames of chapter 4. This chapter is concerned solely with the problem of
whether the (exact as opposed to IPN approximate) geodesic law can be deduced
in a mathematical sense from the field equations with possible restrictions on Tcx{3.
There is no attempt to measure deviation from geodesic motion for a real body as
was done in chapter 4. In section 5.2 an equation of motion is derived which shows in
a direct way how the motion of a point within the body is related to geodesic motion
as the body tends to a test particle. In section 5.3 it is shown that under reasonable
conditions the geodesic law in the limiting sense of a test particle is exactly true for
an ideal fluid.
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5.2 An equation of motion
As in section 4.6, let gOt/3(x; m) be a family of metric functions with m ~ 0 as family
parameter. Each metric function represents a compact body Am of radius Lm in
an external field and satisfies the vacuum E.F.E. in a region surrounding the world
tube of Am.
For each value of t, a point z~(t) is defined as before by
(5.2.1)
This is a frame dependent definition but the analysis will be done without change of
reference frame. The final results showing that a test particle does or does not move
on a geodesic are clearly covariant. The essential property of z~(t) required here is
that if TOO ~ 0, then z~ (t) lies within the convex hull of Am and consequently serves
to describe the position of the test particle in the limit as m tends to zero.
It is assumed that there exist positive constants K i , i = 1,2,3... , independent of
m, such that the following hold inside A:
Ij d3 ,.1,(. )8TOt/3(. )1 l' 1</YlmaxI TOt /3lmax(volumeAm)x <p X, m 8 x, m < 11.7
Am X~ Lm
The above seven inequalities will be referred to as 11,12 , .....17 respectively. They
are discussed in an appendix to this section. As a consequence of the inequalities
(/) = (/1, ...17 ) and the field equations, there exist further constants independent of
m such that
Lemmas 1 and 2 of section 4.5 will be required in the proof of the theorem.
Note that Mij defined below agrees with the definition of chapter 4 while M Oi




MO/3(t. ) _ 2 Am ',m - C JAm d3xTOO(x; m)
and let z~(t) be defined by equation (5.2.1). Then assuming the inequalities 11 to 17
are satisfied,
2 i
d Zm ~i( () I-' ) 'Xi xi ,i-- = ':f 90/3 m ; Zm + 1 + 2 + 0
dt 2
where 9o/3(m) = 9o/3(X; m) and writing Zm = z~(t),
(5.2.2)
(5.2.3) .
LmI< where I< is a constant independent. of m.
In the above expressions Mo/3 = MO/3(t; m) and the Christoffel symbols are for
the metric 90/3 (x; m) .
Proof: The conservation equation T;~/3 = 0 may be written:
(5.2.4)
The procedure is, as before, to differentiate (5.2.1) twice with respect to t using
Lemmas (1) and (2) and replacing a~;o and a~;' wherever they occur from (5.2.4).
The only partial derivatives of To/3 then remaining are a~:J which appear in the
final term of X~. Certain terms which arise will be found to be bounded by LmI<
where I< is a constant independent of m and the sum of these terms is 8i .
The following abbreviations are used:
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The first differentiation yields the identity




(~1 d3x 2dz~ HO)/(1 d3x T:O )
C Am dt Am C
TOO(-1 d3 xH i )/(1 d3x-2 )Am Am C
( ~1 d3x(Xi - zi (t))( ~fO T{3o + ~f{3 T OO )/(1 d3x TOO)C Am m at {3o ot {3o Am C2
oTOa aTja(1 d3 x(X i - z~(t))[fgo(-o:l- + HO) + 2fg)o(~ + Hj)
Am UXa uXa
ftk 00
+f ll (OT) + H(3) _ ~fO aT) ])/(1 d3x~)
(311 ox) C )k at Am C2
For x in Am, if3,,(x) - f3,,(zm)I < sUPAm(lgrad f3,,1)2L m < 2V3Kg Lm
Thus if one of the f3,,(x; m) in HO is replaced by f3,,(Zm) the error made in pi
is less than 4V3Lm KsKiK IO • Hencec 6
Where IJ(Pi)1 < KllLm and K ll = 128V3Ks~i;lO. Similarly it may be shown
where IJ(Qi) I < K 12 and K 12 , K13 are constants independent of m.
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The terms in Si involving spatial derivatives may be treated as follows:
;::lTOa fJTOa
! 3 i i ) ° v fO ( )! d3 (i i (t))d X(X -z (t) f OO-- = 00 Zm X X -Zm ~Am m fJx a Am VX a
where
Si = f O ( )MOi 2fO ( )Mji fV (~ )M{3i- 00 Zm - Oj Zm - {3v km
The above expressions for pi, Qi, Ri, Si are now substituted into (5.2.5) and terms
are rearranged using the following identity:
Equation(5.2.5) then becomes equation (5.2.2) which completes the proof of the
theorem.
Equation (5.2.2) is a very general result. It is valid in any reference frame where
the inequalities (I) hold. As shown in the appendix, these inequalities are expected
to hold for slow motion weak fields in any post-Newtonian reference frame and they
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appear to hold much more generally. The quantity Xf + X~ + 8i is the difference
between the acceleration of the point z~ (t) which lies inside the body, and geodesic
acceleration of this point with respect to the total field. It will be shown in the next
section for an ideal fluid under reasonable conditions, that this quantity tends to
zero with m.
Appendix to section 5.2
(1) The system of units has not been specified but the inequalities all contain unde-
termined constants and their form will be unaltered by a change of scale.
(2) The inequalities /1 to h hold for slow motion, weak fields in any post-Newtonian
reference frame. For example in the DSX reference frame of chapter 4 with units




Idz:n (t) I _. d- -2
1
, IJ d3 TOO I 1( 1dt'- x-2 rv - vo umeA)Am C 4
It is not necessary to discuss transformation properties of (I) here since it suffices to
do the analysis without change of frame but it is evident that (I) will remain of the
same form under a fairly wide class of transformations where the Jacobian and its
inverse have bounded first and second partial derivatives.
(3) A stronger version of inequality /7 was discussed in the appendix to section 4.5.
Here the presence of the constant K, which could be very large, ensures that /7
will be satisfied under practically any circumstances provided the total fluctuation
of Ta{3 in Am is bounded independently of m and the ratio of time derivatives to
space derivatives is also bounded independently of m.
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5.3 Application to an ideal fluid
In this section subscripts on K will be omitted. This means that the symbol K does
not have the same value throughout but it always represents a constant which is
independent of m.
Since IJil < LmK in (5.2.2) it is clear that Ji tends to zero with m. If d:;?
approaches the geodesic acceleration 9 i (9a/3( m); z~J as m tends to zero, then from
(5.2.2), X~ + X~ must also tend to zero with m.
In the case of dust it was seen in section 1.2 that material particles do follow
geodesics of 9a/3(X; m). The point z~(t) is not necessarily a material particle so the
situation is a little different here, but one would nevertheless expect that for dust
under reasonable conditions X~+X~ should tend to zero with m. This will be shown
below to hold more generally for an ideal fluid provided the pressure tends to zero
with m and certain other quite weak conditions concerning the internal fluid motion
are met. If conditions are as in chapter 4 it is seen that X~ rv d- 20(4) while it is
feasible that X~ is much larger than d- 2 0(4). This formed the basis of the example
of non-geodesic motion which was constructed in section 4.6. Such an example is not
possible for an ideal fluid since it will be shown that X~, X~ separately both tend
to zero with m. Conditions required to obtain this result are essentially conditions
(4.7.2),(4.7.3) and a weakened version of condition (4.5.4).
Written explicitly the conditions are:
Cl : IPml < LmK,
C I i () dz~ I L ;.,2: VmX -& < m 1 ,
C3 : Inequality /7 is valid with Ta/3 replaced by other bounded field
quantities as required in the proof below
where all K are independent of m , v~ is fluid 3-velocity inside Am and Pm is fluid
pressure inside Am. All these conditions are expected to hold for weak fields, slow
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motion in post-Newtonian reference frames as in chapter 4 but because of the pres-
ence of the unspecified constants K, they appear to hold much more generally.
For an ideal fluid
(5.3.1)
As shown in section 4.2, Cl, C2 and (5.3.1) imply that (4.2.5) and (4.2.6). hold. In
the current notation these equations are:
cTOi(x' m) dzi c2T i j(x' m) dz i dz j
I '-~ I < L }..:' I ' m m I L}'( ) d m ~, TOO( ) - -d-d < m '\TOO x; m t x; m t t
and
IMOi dz~ I L Y IMij _ dz~ dz!n I < L H'-c- - dI < m i, dt dt m
It follows from (5.3.3) that IX~ I < Lm K and X~ tends to zero with m.
Combining the terms of X~ using lemma(1),
From (5.3.2),
d j d k T OO(.) T OO(.)Tjk(x' m) = Zm Zm X, m jk x, m
, dt dt c2 + 11 c2





The integrand in (5.3.5) is less than (Lm)2 K and it is zero on the boundary of Am.
Taking the differentiation inside the integral by lemma(1) and using C3 with
cP = 1 shows that IX~I < LmK.
Since IX~I < LmK, IX~I < LmK these terms may be absorbed into <Si and for
an ideal fluid under the given conditions, it has been shown that
(5.3.6)
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where 18i l < LmK. In fact it has been shown more generally that (5.3.6) is true if
(5.3.2) is satisfied. Equation (5.3.6) shows that for a perfect fluid the acceleration of
z:n approaches geodesic acceleration with respect to the total metric as m tends to
zero.
Suppose now that the family of metrics gQ(3( x; m) constitutes a test particle and
let C: (et,((t)) be the limiting curve which is the path of the test particle.
Ifm tends to zero in (5.3.6), then 8i -t 0 and z~(t) -t (O(t). It seems reasonable
to assume as before that
(5.3.7)
Then C is a geodesic of the background field g~bJ (x) if and only if
(5.3.8)




oxS x; m) -t oxS (x) as m -t 0 (5.3.9)
The condition (5.3.9) may be examined in the case of the analytical example for the
field of A alone (using characteristic units based on B). It was seen in section 4.3
that Oga§~~;m) r-..J Lm c- 2 and hence Oga§~~;m) -t 0 as m -t O. For this example
og(b)(x)
the background is flat with ;:J = 0 so in this case the condition (5.3.9) is true.
Intuitively one would not expect the curvature of the background to affect the validity
of (5.3.9) which should then be generally true under the conditions assumed in this
section. However, lacking any two-body solutions, there seems to be no prospect of
proving (5.3.9). Historically it seems always to have been assumed, usually implicitly.
Note however that in the DSX theory of chapter 4, (gi(go{3(m); z~) - gi(g~~; (Il)) r-..J
d- 2C 4 for m sufficiently small. Thus one might say that according to the post-
Newtonian theory of DSX, (5.3.8) is satisfied modulo O(C4 ). Because of this it was
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possible to produce the counter-example to the geodesic law in section (4.6) without
assuming (5.3.8).
To sum up the results of this section; the geodesic law for an ideal fluid test
particle has been proved subject to inequalities (I), (C), and equations (5.3.7), (5.3.9)
holding in some system of reference frames. All these conditions are expected to hold
for weak fields, slow motion in post-Newtonian reference frames and they may hold
much more generally. Equation (5.3.9) is possibly the most contentious of the various
conditions. Personally 1 believe that (5.3.9) will hold, but it may be worth stressing
that if (5.3.9) does not hold while the other conditions do hold, then the geodesic




In the formulation of the definition of a test particle a test body may be a body in
the usual sense, having internal structure with a well defined internal stress-energy
tensor or it may be a singularity so that Tcr{3 inside the test body is not defined.
In the latter case several examples of non-geodesic motion have been exhibited.
These examples are "non-physical" so that they do not exclude the possibility of all
"physical" test particles moving on geodesics. They do however show that geodesic
motion as a mathematical consequence of the field laws is not generally true for
singularities. The famous paper of Einstein and Gromrner (1927) showing geodesic
motion of a singularity in a special case created a false impression. As demonstrated
in section 2.3, had Einstein and Grommer taken a different example from the family
of Weyl metrics they would have found non-geodesic motion.
If the test bodies are bodies in the usual sense with an internal stress-energy tensor
the situation is different. Since there are no known exact solutions representing two
or more bodies in vacuum it is impossible to produce an explicit example of non
geodesic motion of this nature. However it was shown in section 4.6 that if Tcr{3
lies between certain limits which are allowable in post-Newtonian theory, then non-
geodesic motion will result if some rather plausible conditions are met. This shows,
provided one accepts the conditions, that even in a post-Newtonian regime with
weak fields and slow motion, the geodesic law does not generally follow from the
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field equations. I do not find this result surprising. Indeed it is in accordance with
common sense for the following reason: It seems to be generally agreed that the
laws of motion are governed by the conservation equation which involves Tet{3 and
Christoffel symbols of the total metric. The geodesic equation involves velocities and
Christoffel symbols of the background metric. One therefore expects that in order
to derive the geodesic law some relationship will be required between TCi{3 inside A
and the velocity of A in the test particle limit. This is in agreement with what has
been found. It has been shown that at the post-Newtonian level of approximation
it is neccessary that in the test particle limit, the quantity Qi be zero modulo O( 4)
and this cannot generally be the case unless M i = ddZt' modulo O( 4) and Mij = ddZt'd;:
modulo 0(4).
On the other hand, the geodesic law has been shown true in certain cases. Firstly
it has been shown true if the conditions of the InfeldjSchild theorem hold. The
InfeldjSchild theorem accounts for some of the special analytical cases of geodesic
motion which appear in the literature and is also connected with cases of geodesic
motion (none of which are rigorously proved) resulting from the method of matched
asymptotic expansions but as a general proof of geodesic motion it fails because it has
not been established that the hypotheses of the theorem hold under general physical
conditions. Indeed it has not been established that they hold for any significant class
of problems.
Secondly as a consequence of the theorem of section 5.2, the geodesic law has been
shown to hold if the test body satisfies (5.3.3) plus some side conditions which are
very plausible in the case of weak fields, slow motion and possibly hold much more
generally. I believe this proof is more satisfactory than any other which has been
offered to date. The assumptions have been stated explicitly. One sees quite clearly
how the geodesic law arises and the fact is that it arises essentially because the stress
energy tensor approaches that of dust as m tends to zero. Equation (5.3.3) includes
the case of ideal fluids.
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In view of the fact that the background r?j can be zero it seems likely that (5.3.3)
is also necessary in order to ensure geodesic motion on any background. This is a
kind of converse of the theorem of chapter 1 where it was shown that a dust fluid
obeys a geodesic law. Here one has that if the geodesic law is to be true, the stress-
energy tensor of the test body must approach that of dust in the limit as m tends to
zero.
Another important consequence of the theorem of section 5.2 concerns the con-
dition (5.3.9) which requires that Christoffel symbols for the total field approach
Christoffel symbols for the background field as m -+ O. It has been shown that if
this condition is rejected while the other conditions are accepted, then the geodesic
law is not valid for an ideal fluid. This means that condition (5.3.9) is essentially a
prerequisite for the geodesic law.
Thus far my comments have been concerned solely with the central issue of this
thesis which is the problem of whether the geodesic law can be deduced in a mathe-
matical sense from the field equations with possible restrictions on Ta{3. The method
assumes that the field equations are applicable to arbitrarily small bodies. This is
patently false. If any practical application is to be possible some measure is needed
of deviation from geodesic motion for a real test body which is not "vanishingly
small". This aspect was considered in the post-Newtonian theory in section 4.8 .
The outcome here was that some results of practical significance could be obtained
by the methods used.
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